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For we know in part, and we prophesy in part.
For now we see through a glass, darkly, but then face to face;

Now I know in part, but then shall I know even as also I am known.

Corinthians 13
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1
INTRODUCTION

Simplicity is prerequisite for reliability.

Edsger W. Dijkstra

1.1. BACKGROUND

S INCE the large-scale application of commercial blue Light Emitting Diode (LED), the

LED lamp has now emerged as a promising product to replace conventional light-

ing, such as incandescent bulbs and compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs), due to its su-

perior energy efficiency, environmental friendliness, flexible controllability and new ex-

perience of lighting [1–6]. An LED lamp is a perfect combination of illumination and

semiconductors science. New technology development, new material application, and

fast industrial implementation are the characteristics of LED lighting technology.

An LED lamp or luminaire is a complex system that is comprised of LED light source,

electronic driver, and/or control gears, secondary optical parts, and heat dissipation

components. The LED light source often has a lifetime as long as 25,000 - 100,000 hours

[6, 7]. However, the customer experiences may be quite different, and some of the LED

lamps can fail in a considerable time ahead of the claimed life. The discrepancies be-

tween the lifetime of LED light source and the practical life of LED lamps are mainly due

to the following reasons [8]:

1
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1. The definition of LED lamps’ lifetime is vague. A complete lifetime definition

should include at least four aspects: operation conditions, failure criteria, the min-

imum required reliability and confidence level. However, current industry stan-

dards only have uniform specifications on operation conditions and failure crite-

ria.

2. LED’s lifetime is usually obtained by constant operation conditions. However,

real operation conditions may vary with time due to the degradation of LEDs and

drivers. Constant condition based reliability prediction methods do not adopt the

temperature change and current into consideration.

3. The lifetime mismatch between the LED lamp and the driver may occur. If driver’s

lifetime is much shorter than LED’s, the LED lamp’s life is determined by driver’s

lifetime. If the LED light source and the driver have comparable lifetimes, their

interactions may reduce the life of the entire LED lamp.

The level of lumen depreciation, also called lumen maintenance, is typically used as

failure criteria to for the claimed LED’s lifetime by manufacturers. The lumen deprecia-

tion is the degradation of LED’s light output during normal usage. Usually, 30% luminous

drop, what is human eyes can detect, is defined as the threshold of LED’s lifetime [9]. The

required minimum reliability level is specified by a percentile lifetime for a population

of LEDs. The confidence interval is provided based on the lumen depreciation and the

required minimum reliability level [8].

Many studies have focused on LED’s depreciation in different conditions [10]. For

example, it is experimentally found that the lumen decay of an LED light source de-

pends on the junction temperature, driving current and operation time [11–18]. The

LED’s degradation in the high temperature-humidity environment has been investigated

[5, 19]. The relationships between LED structure and performance have been studied

[20–22]. A control methodology for nonlinear photo-electro-thermal dynamics of LEDs

has been developed [23]. LED’s color shifting for various optical materials has been in-

vestigated [4, 24, 25]. Degradation tests are usually performed to obtain the lifetime

of each individual LED. The industry standard LES LM-80 [26] requires a minimum of

6,000 hours of degradation testing. Based on the available lumen degradation data, the

lifetime of each sample is projected by an exponential curve-fitting extrapolation as de-

scribed in the standard IES TM-21 [27]. However, TM-21 uses the average degradation

value for the further projection, which ignores the statistical properties and therefore the

reliability information cannot be obtained from the TM-21 procedure. The degradation

test methodology presented in IES LM-80 is usually performed under several specific
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constant conditions. Recently an accelerated test method of luminous flux depreciation

has been developed to reduce the test time from 6000 hours to 2000 hours [6, 28–30].

An increasing number of studies have also focused on the statistical properties of LED

lamps. For instance, the Gamma process and copula function are implemented to model

the reliability of LED lighting systems [31]. The Wiener process has been used to predict

the lumen depreciation [32]. The six sigma DMAIC approach is utilized for life test for

white LEDs [33]. The real operation conditions have been considered by an LED life pre-

diction method [8].

On the other hand, significant efforts have also been made to improve driver’s reli-

ability. According to field test reports [34] shown in Figure 1.1, more than 74% of LED

luminaires failures can be attributed to the LED driver, only about 7% of LED lumi-

naires failures relate to LED light sources. The lifetime mismatch between the LED light

source and the driver is usually considered as the most significant reliability problem of

mainstream LED lamps or luminaires [1, 2, 35]. An LED driver has many failure modes.

Among these failure modes, the electrolytic capacitor is found to be the bottleneck prob-

lems of current mainstream LED drivers. Therefore, many technologies [36–45] have

been designed to eliminate electrolytic capacitors from LED drivers. It claims that these

electrolytic capacitor free LED drivers have a comparable lifetime with LEDs. For such

a kind of driver, the major failure modes are catastrophic failures and degradation, such

as the catastrophic failure of MOSFET and the output current degradation.

Figure 1.1: Failures of the LED Driver [2].
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1.2. THE RELIABILITY OF LED DRIVERS

1.2.1. DEVELOPMENT OF DRIVERS

LEDs are usually driven by constant current power supplies [46], which are invented

early than LEDs for lighting applications. The switched-mode power supply (SMPS)

has been developed since the 1950s [47]. In 1955, self-excited oscillation push redeem

transistor single transformer DC converter has been invented, initiating the pulse width

modulation (PWM) control technology in power supplies [47]. In the 1960s, basic topolo-

gies of SMPS have been developed and gradually become mature technologies [46, 48–

50], including buck, boost, buck-boost, fly-back, cuk, single ended primary inductor

converter (SEPIC), half bridge, full bridge, active clamp forward and push-pull converter.

These topologies are still used so far. Figure 1.2 displays several basic topologies of SMPS.

Despite the maturity of driver topologies, new components and new control meth-

ods of power supply have attracted more research attentions after the 1970s. Applica-

tions of new switching components, such as the giant transistors (GTR) [51], insulated

gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) [52], Power MOSFET [53], V-MOSFETs and high electron

mobility transistor (HEMT) [54], have significantly increased the switching frequency of

SMPS higher up to 1 MHz. These components not only improve the efficiency, but also

decrease the size and weight of the SMPS. With the increasing of switching frequency,

the power consumption of SMPS has inevitably risen to a high level. Thus, soft switch-

ing technologies have been developed to reduce the power consumption of SMPS. These

soft switching techniques, such as zero voltage switching (ZVS) [55], zero current switch-

ing (ZCS) [56], resonant [50, 57], quasi-resonant [58] and phase-shifted resonant [59]

technology, can further increase the switching frequency, while keeping the high effi-

ciency of the entire power supply.

In recent years, to improve the lifetime of LED drivers, many electrolytic capacitor

free topologies have been developed, including totem-pole boost power factor correc-

tion (PFC) plus half bridge LLC resonant converter [37], valley-fill SEPIC converter [38],

fly-back plus buck converter [39], power control (PC) converter [40] and PFC plus bi-

directional converter [41, 42]. These topologies replace electrolytic capacitors with more

reliable components [60], for instance, film capacitors, ceramic capacitors and induc-

tors. Moreover, electrolytic capacitor elimination methods have also been developed

to optimize mainstream LED drivers, such as pulsating-current driving technique [61],

harmonic injection technology [62], LC filtering [63, 64] and input current shaping [65].

Meanwhile, intelligent driver and smart lighting techniques have been applied to

LED drivers, such as constant light output technology [66], daylighting control [67], pre-
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Figure 1.2: Basic Topologies of SMPS.
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Figure 1.3: Switching Components of The SMPS.

cise dimming [68] and smart color mixing [69]. The constant light output (CLO) mode

has been implemented in driver design to eliminate the lumen depreciation. In contrast

with the constant current mode (CCM), LED drivers in CLO mode usually have optical

feedback functions and can adjust their output current to maintain the light output. It

has been claimed that such technology can eliminate the lumen depreciation during

long-term operation.

1.2.2. RELIABILITY OF LED DRIVERS

Conventional lifetime prediction methods usually regard the life of the weakest com-

ponent as the lifetime of the LED driver. Numerous studies [70–74] have shown that

the electrolytic capacitor is the reliability bottleneck of current mainstream LED drivers

[75]. Thus, various researchers have investigated the lifetime of electrolytic capacitors.

For instance, a real-time failure detection method has been developed [76, 77]. Life-

time prediction models of electrolytic capacitors have been developed for switch mode

power supply [78] and AC variable-frequency drivers [79]. Accelerated life test method

has been designed for LED drivers [80]. Besides electrolytic capacitors, the reliability of

other components and materials has been studied as well, including thin film capacitors

[81], ceramic capacitors [82, 83], transformers [84], power diodes [85] MOSFET [86, 87]

and molding compounds [88].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 1.4: Electrolytic Capacitor-Free Technologies: (a) Buck-boost driver with ripple cancellation converter;
(b) Fly-back driver with bi-directional converter; (c) Fly-back driver with LC filter; (d) Isolated AC-DC forward
driver; (e) Valley-fill SEPIC driver with derived PFC (f) Pulsating current driver; (g) Optimized cascade driver;
(h) Buck driver with current-fed inverter. (i) Fly-back driver with harmonic injection
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 1.5: Component failures of the LED drivers: (a) Burn of Film Capacitor; (b) Burn of Inductor; (c) Crack
of Ceramic Capacitor; (d) Breakdown of Electrolytic Capacitor; (e) Delamination of MOSFET; (f) Breakdown of
MOSFET.

In recent years, several system-level reliability prediction methods have been devel-

oped. For example, a Markov Chain based reliability evaluation method has been devel-

oped for conventional and interleaved boost drivers [89]. The multi-physics reliability

simulation has been applied to semiconductor devices in LED drivers [90, 91]. A tol-

erance design method has been integrated with the distribution models at each time

point, degradation path models over time and SPICE simulations [92]. The particle filter

technology has been used for lifetime determination of linear LED drivers [93]. An ac-

celerated test method has been developed for outdoor LED drivers by the author which

will be explained in Appendix A [94, 95].

1.3. RELIABILITY INTERACTIONS BETWEEN LED LAMPS AND

DRIVERS

W HEN LED’s lifetime and its driver’s lifetime are far away from each other, the LED

lamp’s lifetime is governed by the shorter one. In other words, the “interaction”

of reliability between LED and driver is insignificant. However, in the case that the LED

light source and the driver have comparable lifetimes, the interaction of reliability be-

tween LED light source and LED driver must be considered [96–99]. The LED light source

degrades gradually over a long period. During the degradation of LED light source, its ef-

ficacy is reduced, thus, more heat dissipation is expected. On the other hand, when the

driver degrades, the output current to the LED light source will decrease over time. Such
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a process will affect the heat generations of both driver and LEDs. For an integrated

lamp, where the LED light source and driver are assembled together, the heat gener-

ated by LEDs and the driver will determine the junction temperature of the LED light

source as well as the driver’s temperature. Such temperatures continuously change over

time since LED heat dissipation depends on time, temperature, and current from the

driver. In the meantime, the driver’s performance is also dependent on time and tem-

perature. Ultimately the LED’s lumen flux depreciation is affected by the degradations

of both LED drivers and LED light source. Such a process will be even more complicated

when driver’s catastrophic failure modes are considered.

1.4. OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINES

A IMING at the problems discussed above, this work focuses on the four topics:

1. Reliability prediction for electrolytic capacitors in LED drivers[70]. The temper-

ature of electrolytic capacitors in LED drivers continuously increases under oper-

ation conditions. Thus, the capacitors degrade faster than that with constant tem-

perature assumption. In this research, a physics-of-failure (PoF) based reliability

prediction methodology is developed for LED drivers to consider the temperature

change of electrolytic capacitor. SPICE simulation, compact thermal modeling,

and Monte Carlo simulation are integrated to predict the failure rate distribution

of an electrolytic capacitor of given LED driver systems.

2. Coupling effect of LED and driver’s degradations on LED lamp’s lifetime[75]. In

this research, an integrated LED lamp with an electrolytic capacitor-free driver is

considered, in which the LED light source and driver have comparable lifetimes.

Electronic-thermal simulation is carried out to simulate the lamp’s lifetime by con-

sidering the interactions between LED and driver.

3. Interaction of LED driver’s catastrophic failure and LED degradation[100]. In

this research, the LED driver’s mean time to failure (MTTF) and the LED’s lifetime

in term of lumen maintenance are investigated by considering both driver’s power

MOSFET and diode’s catastrophic failure and LED’s degradation. Two distinct op-

eration modes: constant current mode (CCM), and constant optical output (CLO)

mode, are studied.

4. Effect of LED’s stochastic lumen degradation on LED driver’s reliability[101]. In

this research, the statistical property of LED’s lumen depreciation is taken into

consideration to study the effect on LED driver’s reliability by using the Wiener
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process. The reliability calculation is based on the Markov model of the LED driver.

Thermal compact model is developed for an integrated lamp with a quasi-resonance

driver.

Every topic will be introduced respectively by a chapter: Chapter 2 introduces the

PoF based reliability prediction methodology for electrolytic capacitors of the given LED

driver systems. Chapter 3 studies the impact of the interaction between the degrada-

tions of LED light source and driver on lumen depreciation. Chapter 4 investigates the

LED driver’s MTTF and the LED’s lifetime in term of lumen maintenance. Chapter 5

discusses the influence of statistical property of lumen depreciation on the driver’s relia-

bility. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the entire work and gives recommendations to future

works.
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2
POF-SIMULATION-ASSISTED

RELIABILITY PREDICTION FOR

LED DRIVERS

The temperature of electrolytic capacitor in LED drivers continuously increases under op-

eration conditions, thus the capacitors degrade faster than that with constant tempera-

ture assumption. In this chapter, a physics-of-failure based reliability prediction method-

ology is developed for LED drivers to consider the temperature change of electrolytic ca-

pacitor. SPICE simulation, compact thermal modeling, and Monte Carlo simulation are

integrated to predict the failure rate distribution of an electrolytic capacitor of given LED

driver systems. The simulation results agree well with the accelerated test results for an

RC linear AC-DC converter. Furthermore, a buck-boost DC-DC converter is simulated to

understand the degradation behavior of electrolytic capacitor. It has been found that the

temperature of an output stage capacitor increases significantly during operation time.

The capacitor’s performance without taking temperature change into account results in

an overestimated driver lifetime by more than 38% for the selected case study.

Parts of this chapter have been published in IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics 63(11), pp.6726-6735,
(2016) [1].
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2.1. INTRODUCTION

L IGHT emitting diode (LED) has now emerged as a promising technology to replace

conventional lighting, such as incandescent bulbs and compact fluorescent lamps,

due to its superior energy efficiency, environmental friendliness, and particularly long

lifetime (in the range of 25,000 to 100,000 hours) [2–7]. An LED lamp or luminaire is

mainly comprised of LED light source, electronic driver and/or control gears, secondary

optical parts, and heat dissipation components. Among these components, the LED

driver, which provides a DC current to LEDs, is considered as the weakest link in LED

lamps or luminaires [2, 3]. It implies the LED driver usually does not have a long enough

lifetime to match the lifetime of LEDs. The lifetime prediction of LED drivers thus plays

an important role in the reliability design of LED luminaires [3, 8]. Moreover, the reliable

lifetime prediction has high potential to reduce the development and material cost and

testing time, thus saving the cost of LED lighting products eventually.

Electrolytic capacitors are often used [9–15] in commercial LED drivers. In most of

the single- and two-stage mainstream commercial LED drivers, electrolytic capacitors

are used as energy storages and buffers [9, 10]. Electrolytic capacitors are also commonly

used at the output end of fly-back drivers [11]. Although a number of new technolo-

gies, such as resonance-assisted filter [12] and variable on-time control method [13],

have been reported that the lifetime of electrolytic capacitors in buck converters can be

made comparable to LEDs, the electrolytic capacitor is still considered as the weakest

component in LED drivers [16, 17]. In recent years, several electrolytic capacitor-less

LED drivers have also been presented to maximize the lifetime of the overall LED system

[18–23]. Nevertheless, the applications of electrolytic capacitors in LED drivers remain

widespread and dominant in commercial LED luminaires [8, 10–17].

The performance of electrolytic capacitor is complicated and highly affected by its

operation conditions such as voltage, current, frequency, and temperature. In addition,

the electrolytic capacitor is also affected by its degradation process [16, 24–26]. Dur-

ing degradation, the electrolytic liquid inside capacitor will be evaporated gradually,

which will cause the rise of equivalent series resistance (ESR) and the fall of capacitance.

Many researchers have investigated the degradation of electrolytic capacitors. For in-

stance, a real-time failure detection method has been developed for the changes of volt-

age [26], ESR and capacitance [27] of electrolytic capacitors. Lifetime prediction models

of electrolytic capacitors have been developed for switch mode power supply [24] and

AC variable-frequency drivers [25]. Accelerated life-test method has been developed for

LED drivers that use electrolytic capacitors at the output stage [16]. The ingress of mois-

ture into the aluminum electrolytic capacitor in LED drivers has been studied to assess
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the reliability in harsh environment applications [17]. However, in above mentioned

models and accelerated tests, electrolytic capacitors are usually assumed at a constant

temperature under operation condition. There is little systematic research on reliabil-

ity prediction of electrolytic capacitors at a continually changing temperature condition

during operation.

The capacitance and ESR of an electrolytic capacitor change continually during op-

eration due to degradation. This will alter the power consumption in driver system. As

a consequence, the capacitor temperature will continually increase, thus, will degrade

faster than that at a constant temperature condition assumption [27, 28]. To consider

the temperature change during degradation, this chapter develops a Physics of Failure

(PoF) approach that integrates SPICE simulation, thermal modeling and Monte Carlo

simulation. For a given driver circuit, the prediction begins with a circuit simulation

to obtain power consumption of an electrolytic capacitor. A thermal simulation is per-

formed to obtain capacitor temperature [29, 30]. As capacitor further degrades, capaci-

tance falls and ESR rises. This leads to circuit performance change. Therefore, electronic

simulation needs to be updated, which will change the capacitor’s temperature. The in-

teractions among capacitor degradation, temperature rise, and the circuit behavior can

be adequately simulated by an iteration process. The end of the lifetime can be obtained

from the iterated simulation. The Monte Carlo simulation is then performed to obtain

the probability of failure.

An RC linear AC-DC converter is used for an accelerated test to verify the simulation

results. A buck-boost LED driver is applied as an example for the detailed results and

discussions. The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 explains an overview of the

proposed methodology; Section 2.3 describes the theory of each model, including SPICE

model, thermal model, degradation model and Monte Carlo method. In Section 2.4, the

parameters of electrolytic capacitor degradation model used in the chapter are deter-

mined experimentally. The experimental results of the accelerated test on an RC linear

converter and the validation of the proposed prediction methodology are presented in

Section 2.5. Section 2.6 discusses the results of a case study for a buck-boost converter.

Section 2.7 concludes this work finally.

2.2. METHODOLOGY

T HIS work proposes a hybrid, building-block approach that relies on combining PoF

simulations with a statistical approach for lifetime prediction. Figure 2.1 illustrates

the building blocks of the proposed methodology for lifetime prediction of an electronic
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component in a system. As such a methodology is not limited to study the reliability of

an electrolytic capacitor, the term "component" is used to represent any component in

interest (electrolytic capacitor, for instance). The proposed method is also not limited to

LED driver only.

Thermal simulation
• Component temperature

• Component parameters

Circuit simulation
• System-level

• Power distribution

• Critical output parameter

Component degradation
• Temperature dependent

• Time dependent

• Component model 

LED Driver

SPICE Model Thermal Compact Model

Temperature/time dependent electrolytic 

capacitor degradation model 

Monte Carlo Simulation

Component Statistical Distribution

Probability of Failure

Physics of 

Failure

Figure 2.1: Building Blocks for Combining PoF-based Modeling and Empirical-Statistical Approaches for Reli-
ability Prediction for LED Driver System.

For a given electronic system, circuit simulation is carried out to obtain power dis-

tributions and output parameters such as output current and voltage. Thermal simula-

tions are preformed based on power distribution to obtain the temperature distributions

of the component. Since circuit simulation requires component’s parameters, such as

ESR and capacitance, which are dependent on temperature and time due to degrada-

tion, thermal and electronic simulations are coupled through capacitor’s degradation
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models, and therefore, iteration process among electronic and thermal simulation is re-

quired, as shown in Figure 2.1. Then Monte Carlo simulation can be applied to obtain

the probability of failure.

Figure 2.2: Flowchart of the Iteration Process in Circuit-Thermal Simulation.

Figure 2.2 displays the flowchart of iteration processes in the electronic-thermal sim-

ulation. At time zero, since capacitor’s initial temperature (during operation) is not known,

an initial guess is needed for initial ESR and initial capacitance for electronic simula-

tions. An iteration process is not complete until the guess temperature is within the

allowed error range compared to the calculated temperature from thermal simulations.

The temperature difference between the guessed temperature and calculated tempera-

ture less than 0.03% of the calculated temperature is used as convergence criterion in

the present study. Once the iteration process is complete between electronic and ther-

mal simulation at time t , the final output parameter, such as output current, can be

obtained at the time t . Based on the selected failure criterion (110% rated output cur-

rent, for instance), if the output current is within the specified value, then simulations

advance to next time step. The present study uses 5% of the total investigated time as

time increment to advance to next time step. For example, if the lifetime is expected

to be 10000 hours, the time increment 500 hours (t in Figure 2.2) is used. At the time

t +∆t , the ESR and capacitance are functions of time and temperature, and must be up-

dated. Since temperature is not known, the new iteration process is needed. When time
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t = tF , and the output current exceeds the specified value, the simulation stops, and tF

is considered as the lifetime of the component.

Given the statistical distribution nature of component parameters, shown on the top

block in Figure 2.1, the iteration process is needed each time for a given set of param-

eters, and based on Monte Carlo method, the cumulative failure rate and the predicted

mean time to failure (MTTF) of the component can be obtained finally.

2.3. MODELLING

2.3.1. CIRCUIT SIMULATION

A single inductor buck-boost DC-DC converter shown in Figure 2.3 is selected in the

present study. This type of driver is one of the most commonly used drivers that can

achieve high efficiency, wide output voltage range, and low distortion of line current

with a simple topology in LED applications[31]. The electrolytic capacitor C4 at out-

put stage is considered critical[16], and its degradation behavior is investigated in the

present study. Other failure modes, such as MOSFET failure and power diode break-

down, are not considered. The operating conditions of LED driver are as follows: switch-

ing frequency is 300 kHz, input voltage range is 9-20 Vdc, rated output current is 380 mA,

the duty cycle is 25%, and the maximum power is 5.0W. The circuit simulation is per-

formed by the LTSPICE software. Device models in LTSPICE are provided from virtual

testing of commercial driver designs by manufacturers. These device models have been

widely used in LED-based products and well validated. The error of circuit simulation is

less than 2% in terms of output current against experimental results[32].

Figure 2.3: Single Inductor Buck-Boost DC-DC Converter [33].
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Figure 2.4: Equivalent Circuit of an Electrolytic Capacitor.

As shown in Figure 2.4, the electrolytic capacitor is considered equivalent to an ideal

capacitor (C AP ) connected in series with a resistor (ESR). An additional equivalent se-

ries inductance (ESL) may also be included. However, for the LED driver used in our

study, the ESL is very small and can be negligible[26]. As a dominant wear-out mecha-

nism of an electrolytic capacitor is the evaporation and deterioration of electrolyte, the

capacitor temperature determines the lifetime of the capacitor.

Different operation load results in variations on current, thermal power and thus the

capacitor temperature. The thermal power at time t , Pth,C , dissipated by electrolytic

capacitor can be obtained by the following equation:

Pth,C (t ) = I 2
RMS (t ) ·ESR(T, t ) (2.1)

where IRMS (t ) is the root mean square value of capacitor current at time t and ESR(T, t )

is equivalent series resistance of electrolytic capacitors at temperature T and time t .

2.3.2. THERMAL SIMULATION

Temperature distributions on an LED driver system, in principle, can be obtained through

system-level computational fluid dynamics (CFD) or finite element analysis (FEA), pro-

vided that the power dissipation of each component, the thermal properties of materials,

and the geometrical information are known. Since the present study focus on an output

stage electrolytic capacitor, a compact thermal model for an electrolytic capacitor is ap-

plied. According to previous studies[34], the interactions of the junction temperature of

chips within one package are not significant. Thus, board-level thermal dissipation in-

teractions between capacitors and other components may be neglected. As illustrated

in Figure 2.5, a simplified compact thermal model, which consists of two thermal resis-

tances, Rth1 and Rth2, respectively, is used for a capacitor. Rth1 is thermal conduction

resistance from core to surface, and Rth2 is the convective thermal resistance. Rth1 can

be determined from thermal properties of the capacitor and its structure given by man-

ufactures. Rth2 depends on ambient convective heat transfer condition, and will be cal-

ibrated through experiment. The capacitor temperature rise at time t can be calculated
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by:

∆Tcap (t ) = Pth,C (t ) · (Rth1 +Rth2) (2.2)

where Pth,C (t ) is the thermal power at time t determined by Equation 2.1.

Figure 2.5: Compact Thermal Model of an Electrolytic Capacitor.

2.3.3. ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR DEGRADATION MODEL

The degradation of an electrolytic capacitor is a time, temperature, and also frequency

dependent process. Since the operation frequency usually remains unchanged during

the aging process, the degradation models are obtained at the specified frequencies.

When a constant capacitor temperature is considered, the C AP degrades linearly with

time t , whereas the ESR has an exponential relationship with time t [27, 28], as follows:

C AP (t ) =C APT · (1+ A · t ) (2.3)

ESR(t ) = ESRT ·eC ·t (2.4)

where C APT and ESRT are the initial capacitance and ESR, A and C describe temperature-

dependent degradation rates. In this work, A and C are assumed to follow the Arrhenius

Equation:

A(t ) = A0 ·e−Ea1/(κ·T ) (2.5)

C (t ) =C0 ·e−Ea2/(κ·T ) (2.6)
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where A0 and C0 are base degradation rates, Ea1 and Ea2 are the activation energies,

κ is the Boltzmann constant. C APT and ESRT in Equations 2.3 and 2.4 are related to

capacitor’s geometry and basic material properties [35, 36] as following:

C APT = ε0 ·ε ·
Acap

d
(2.7)

ESRT = d

Acap ·σ (2.8)

where Acap is the surface area of the electrolytic capacitor, ε0 is the absolute permittiv-

ity, ε is relative permittivity, d is the average distance, σ is the conductivity. According

to the characteristics of permittivity and conductivity [36–38], ε and σ are functions of

temperature T :

ε= ε(0) ·eB/T (2.9)

σ=σA · [1+D · (T −TA)] (2.10)

where σ(0) is basic conductivity, σA is conductivity at reference temperature TA .

If temperature T (t ) changes as a function of time, the increment of capacitance and

ESR in a period of ∆t can be described by:

∆
C AP [T (t ), t ]

C APT
= A[T (t )] ·∆t (2.11)

ln∆
ESR[T (t ), t ]

ESRT
=C [T (t )] ·∆t (2.12)

Thus, from time 0 to time x, the accumulated capacitance and ESR can be described

by:

C AP [T (t ), x]

C APT
=

x∑
0
∆

C AP [T (t ), t ]

C APT
(2.13)

ESR[T (t ), x]

ESRT
=

x∑
0
∆

ESR[T (t ), t ]

ESRT
= ln

x∏
0
∆

ESR[T (t ), t ]

ESRT
(2.14)

In the integral form, the accumulated capacitance and ESR can be described by:

C AP [T (t ), x]

C APT
=

∫ x

0
A[T (t )] ·d t +E (2.15)

ESR[T (t ), x]

ESRT
= e

∫ x
0 C [T (t )]·d t+D (2.16)
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The boundary conditions are:

C AP [T (0),0] =C ATT (2.17)

ESR[T (0),0] = ESRT (2.18)

Thus, E = 1 and D = 0, as a result:

C AP [T (t ), x]

C APT
=

∫ x

0
A[T (t )] ·d t +1 (2.19)

ESR[T (t ), x]

ESRT
= e

∫ x
0 C [T (t )]·d t (2.20)

Figure 2.6 displays the measured and fitted results of the capacitance and ESR at a

temperature of 399K. Similar results are also obtained at other temperatures. It confirms

that the C AP follows a linear degradation pattern with time, while ESR can be described

by an exponential function of time t . Considering temperature T (t ) changes as a func-

tion of time t during aging process, the accumulated C AP [T (t ), t f ] and ESR[T (t ), t f ]

from 0 to time t f can be finally obtained from Equation 2.3 and 2.4 as:

C AP [T (t ), t f ] =C APT ·
∫ t f

0
A[T (t )] ·d t +1 (2.21)

ESR[T (t ), t f ] = ESRT ·e
∫ t f

0 C [T (t )]·d t (2.22)

Combining Equation 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.21 and 2.22, when both temperature and

time changes during degradation, the accumulated capacitance and ESR can be de-

scribed as[28]:

C AP [T (t ), t f ] =C AP0 ·eB/T (t f )
∫ t f

0
{1+ A[T (t )] ·d t ]} (2.23)

ESR[T (t ), t f ] = ESR0

1+D[T (t f )−TA]
·e

∫ t f
0 C [T (t )]·d t (2.24)

where the parameters C AP0, A0, B , Ea1 for capacitance and ESR0, C0, D , Ea2 for ESR

need to be determined experimentally.

2.3.4. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

For a given set of parameters, the electronic-thermal simulation provides the definite

value of the lifetime. However, the initial values of capacitance and equivalent series

resistance usually have certain randomness, leading to a statistical distribution. There-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: (a) Relative Capacitance and (b) ESR of LED.

fore, Monte Carlo simulation is introduced to calculate a complete distribution of failure

rate and the predicted mean-time-to-failure (MTTF). In this process, a certain number of

parameter combinations are simulated through iterated electronic-thermal simulation.
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The probability density functions of C AP and ESR can be expressed as[39]:

fC AP (C AP ) = C APmean

σ1 ·
p

2π
·e

−( C AP−C APmeanp
2σ1

)2

(2.25)

fESR (ESR) = ESRmean

σ2 ·
p

2π
·e

−( ESR−ESRmeanp
2σ2

)2

(2.26)

where, fC AP (C AP ) and fESR (ESR) are probability density functions; C AP and ESR are

random values of capacitance and ESR; C APmean and ESRmean are mean values of C AP

and ESR; σ1 and σ2 are standard deviations. The mean values C APmean and ESRmean

and standard deviations σ1 and σ2 will be determined experimentally for a given popu-

lation of samples in Section 2.4. Assuming N times of circuit-thermal simulations with

a random combination of C AP and ESR, each case is carried out from beginning to

time t , the cumulative failure rate g (t ) can be calculated as the frequency of failure

occurrence[40]:

g (t ) = Number of failures in time t

N
(2.27)

The cumulative failure rate g (t ) is then used for calculation of the Mean Time To

Failure (MTTF) tMT T F of the component under study[39]:

tMT T F = tM AX −
∫ tM AX

0
g (t ) ·d t (2.28)

where tM AX is total operation time of the whole group of samples.

2.4. EXPERIMENTS

2.4.1. TEST SET-UP

Figure 2.7 shows the test set-up to determine the degradation characteristics of a se-

lected type of electrolytic capacitor. A total of 60 samples were used. Four different

groups of experiments were carried out for capacitor temperature ranging from 308K to

400K. The case temperature of each capacitor is measured by the thermal couple. From

the thermal model, both case temperature and capacitor temperature can be calculated.

The measured case temperature will be used to verify the thermal model.

2.4.2. THERMAL MODEL

For thermal model, Rth1 is obtained from the tested component specification[41] as

0.1Rth2 in convection free condition. To calibrate Rth2, a group of samples was tested
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Figure 2.7: Test Set-up for Electrolytic Capacitors.

in an ambient condition of 298K by the test platform shown in Figure 2.7. In this test,

samples were placed in a controlled environmental chamber with natural convection

only per specification, and various input voltage levels were then applied to generate

different thermal powers. The power consumption of each sample can be measured di-

rectly by the programmable power source. By adjusting the magnitude of AC input, the

thermal power of each sample can be controlled. Then the thermal resistance Rth2 is

calibrated as 161.0 K/W. With the experimentally obtained Rth1 and Rth2 values, the cal-

culated case temperature of the capacitor agrees well the experimental data, as shown in

Figure 2.8. The maximum error between calculated case temperature by thermal simu-

lation and tested case temperature is less than 5% of the tested value.

2.4.3. ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR DEGRADATION MODEL

To obtain the parameters in Equations 2.23 and 2.24, the least square method is applied

to fit the experimental data at various temperatures. Table 2.1 and 2.2 summarize the

mean values of the eight parameters: C AP0, ESR0 Ea1,Ea2, A0,C0, B and D . Please note

that the initial values of capacitance and ESR depend on frequency, and are given in

Table 2.2 separately. The details of experimental data analysis, test procedures, and the
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Figure 2.8: Case Temperature Increase vs Thermal Power.

fitting analysis are referred to[28]. The final normalized fitting results agree well with the

experimental results, as shown in Figure 2.9. 100Hz frequency will be used for RC linear

AC-DC converter, and 300KHz frequency will be used for buck-boost DC-DC converter,

to be described in subsequent sections.

Table 2.1: Determined Parameters of the Degradation Models

Symbol Value Symbol Value

Ea1 0.774 eV A0 −3.46×106

B −1.12×102 Ea2 0.700 eV

C0 −4.54×106 D −4.07×106

Table 2.2: Intial capacitance and ESR

Frequency (Hz) C AP0 Mean (µF ) ESR0 Mean (Ω)

100 6.31 40.1

300K 5.89 17.2
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9: Normalized (a)Capacitance and (b)ESR vs Capacitor Temperature.

2.4.4. MONTE CARLO MODEL

60 additional samples were also used to determine the statistical distributions of the ini-

tial values of capacitance and equivalent series resistance. Table 2.3 shows the summary
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Table 2.3: Normal Distribution Parameters in Equation 2.25 and 2.26

Capacitance (µF ) ESR (Ω)

Standard Deviation 2.74×10−2 40.1

P Value 0.275 0.652

of the standard deviation and P values for normality test. The P-value is an indicator

of statistics to represent the probability whether the observed sample results follow as-

sumed distribution. P = 0.05 is the threshold value for the normality test in statistics.

The larger P value, the better the distribution follows the assumed distribution. In Table

2.3, P values of capacitance and ESR are much higher than 0.05, thus normal distribu-

tion in Equation 2.25 and 2.26 is confirmed. These values in Table 2.3 will be used in

performing Monte Carlo simulations.

2.5. VALIDATION

T O validate the proposed prediction method, an accelerated test, which was similar

to the test setup in the literature [16], was performed on electrolytic capacitors in an

RC linear AC-DC converter as shown in Figure 2.10. This driver is a simplest LED driver in

which the failure of the electrolytic capacitor can be conveniently detected during tests.

Thus, the degradation of the electrolytic capacitor in an RC linear AC-DC converter di-

rectly leads to the degradation of output power which can be conveniently measured.

For other drivers such as buck-boost DC-DC converter, they are complicated and con-

tains more components. Accelerated tests may trigger not only the electrolytic capac-

itor’s failure, but also the failures of other components. These failures may complicate

the test results.

In the validation test, a total of nine electrolytic capacitors were aged individually at

an ambient temperature of 398K. The relative output power of the RC linear driver to a

stable LED load was measured as a function of time. Through the simulation, the relative

output power can also be obtained as a function of time.

Figure 2.11 and Table 2.4 show the predicted time vs. different power consumption

against experiments. These prediction results are in good agreements with the test re-

sults. The maximum error between the test and simulation is no larger than 5%. Due to

the time limit and lab constraints, the test beyond 300 hours was not carried out. Nev-

ertheless, the ESR of each sample already increased up to more than 300% of its initial
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.10: (a) Circuit and (b) Layout of the RC Linear AC-DC Converter.

value at 300 hours, and the capacitor is considered near the end of functioning.

Figure 2.11: The Predicted Time vs. Different Power Consumption.
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Table 2.4: The Predicted Time vs. Different Power Consumption

Power Consumption Predicted Time Aging Time Error

98.93% 192 Hrs 185 Hrs 3.78%
98.58% 209 Hrs 220 Hrs 5.00%
98.16% 228 Hrs 237 Hrs 3.80%
97.57% 251 Hrs 260 Hrs 3.46%

2.6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

I N this section, a single inductor buck-boost converter, as shown in Figure 2.3, is simu-

lated to investigate the capacitor C4’s degradation behavior. The degradation models

described in Table 2.1 and 2.2 are used for study, as well as the distribution models de-

scribed in Table 2.3. The ambient temperature in the study is supposed as 328K.

Figure 2.12 displays the capacitor temperature rise as a function of time. The up-

per bound, mean value and the lower bound of temperature are presented based on the

distributions from Equation 2.25 and 2.16, as well as Table 2.3. The simulation results

clearly show that the capacitor temperature is not constant, but increasing with time

during operation condition, due to the aging process. It also appears that the upper

bound and lower bound of capacitor temperature distribute symmetrically with respect

to the mean value at 0 hour, but such a distribution is no longer symmetric after ag-

ing. In Figure 2.12, the simulation ends at 10,000 hours as the output current at 10,000

hours exceeds the rated value by 10% already (see Figure 2.14 next). The failure criterion

is defined as within 10% of the rated current increase. The upper bound of capacitor

temperature achieves a plateau (not decreasing) in Figure 2.12 is an indication that ca-

pacitor’s ESR has been increasing exponentially, and the current through capacitor may

be decreasing.

Figure 2.13 shows the results of the predicted relative C AP and ESR versus time. The

relative C AP and ESR are defined as the ratio of the current value and initial value (time

zero). The upper bound, mean value and the lower bound of C AP and ESR are shown in

these figures. As a comparison, by assuming a constant capacitor temperature, dashed

lines represent the degradation curves without taking capacitor temperature changes

into consideration. It shows that the capacitance does not degrade significantly, but ESR

increases exponentially. When ESR’s value is doubled compared to its initial value, the

capacitor is near the end of functioning, and the current in capacitors may be decreasing.

From Figure 2.13, it can be seen that the ESR without taking considerations of capacitor

temperature change underestimates the rate of degradation.
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Figure 2.12: Capacitor Temperature in the Buck-Boost Converter.

Figure 2.14 shows the output current and ripple current degradations. In the present

study, the output current is defined as the root-mean-square value of LED currents (not

capacitor), whereas the ripple current is defined as the peak-to-peak value of LED cur-

rents. The mean of output current increases about 20% of its initial value, and the rip-

ple current increases about 82% within 10,000 hours. Meanwhile, the upper and lower

bounds of output currents increase about 28% and 11%, and the upper and lower bounds

of ripple current increase about 115% and 45% respectively. Such results are consistent

with the ESR results to imply that the capacitor is degrading significantly. In addition,

compared with the output current, the ripple current is more sensitive to degradation.

Output current has a significant influence on the optical output of LEDs, such as lumen

flux and color temperature.

Finally, the predicted failure rate can be obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation, as

shown in Figure 2.15. For comparison, the failure rate curves obtained by constant ca-

pacitor temperature analysis (the dash line) and using ambient temperature (328K) as

capacitor temperature (the dot line) are also plotted in Figure 2.15. The predicted mean

time to failure (MTTF) can then be obtained by Equation 2.28. The MTTFs predicted

by the present method, "the constant capacitor temperature" analysis, and "ambient

temperature as capacitor temperature" are 5125 hours, 7107 hours and 12565 hours, re-

spectively. In other words, the conventional methods overestimate the MTTF by 38.7%
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13: Comparisons of Degradation between the Present Analysis (solid lines) and Constant Capacitor
Temperature Analysis (dash lines) (a) Capacitance and (b) ESR.

and 145.2% respectively, compared to the present method.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14: (a) Output Current and (b) Ripple Current of LED.

2.7. CONCLUSION

I N this chapter, a hybrid hierarchical building-block approach that relies on combin-

ing a PoF simulation with the statistical-empirical approach for LED driver lifetime
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Figure 2.15: Simulated Cumulative Failure Rate of the Electrolytic Capacitors.

prediction has been developed. A combined experimental-numerical approach, using

multi-physics modeling techniques to extract relevant physics-based parameters, at the

component level, is proposed for lifetime prediction. The models have been supported

and validated by actual tests, incorporating time-/temperature-dependent component

models. The validated models have been used to provide a long-term reliability predic-

tion with improved confidence and tolerance. As a demonstration example, this chapter

focuses on a representative failure mode of an electrolytic capacitor in LED drivers.

Through parametric study, it clearly shows that the temperature of electrolytic ca-

pacitor continually rises during operation in a constant ambient condition. As a result,

the degradation predicted by the present study is faster than conventional models. Re-

sults also show that the mean output current increases about 20% of its initial value; and

ripple current increases about 82% within 10,000 hours for the given parameters in this

study in a single inductor buck-boost converter. Compared with the output current, the

ripple current is more sensitive to degradation of electrolytic capacitors. The method

developed in this chapter can be extended to investigate other failure modes and other

components in an LED driver system.
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3
A NOVEL LIFETIME PREDICTION

FOR INTEGRATED LED LAMPS BY

ELECTRO-THERMAL SIMULATION

In this chapter, an integrated LED lamp with an electrolytic capacitor-free driver is con-

sidered to study the coupling effects of both LED and driver’s degradations on lamp’s life-

time. An electrolytic capacitor-less buck-boost driver is used. The physics of failure based

electronic thermal simulation is carried out to simulate the lamp’s lifetime in three differ-

ent scenarios: Scenario 1 considers LED degradation only, Scenario 2 considers the driver

degradation only, and Scenario 3 considers both degradations from LED and driver simul-

taneously. When these two degradations are both considered, the lamp’s lifetime is reduced

by about 22% compared to the initial target of 25,000 hours. The results of Scenario 1 and

3 are close to each other. Scenario 2 gives erroneous results in terms of luminous flux as

the LED’s degradation over time is not taken into consideration. This implies that LED’s

degradation must be taken into considerations when LED and driver’s lifetimes are com-

parable.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Reliability Engineering & System Safety, 163, pp.14-21,(2017) [1].
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

L IGHT Emitting Diode (LED) has been regarded as one of the most promising lighting

solutions due to its energy efficiency, flexible controllability and long lifetime [2–4].

An LED lamp is a complex system which is mainly comprised of an LED light source, a

driver, control gears, secondary optical parts and heat dissipation components [4]. The

LED light source often has a lifetime as long as 25,000 - 100,000 hours [2–4]. However, the

LED driver has a much shorter life, in particular, when electrolytic capacitors are utilized

[5–7]. Many studies have focused on the degradation analysis of LEDs only, without tak-

ing consideration of the LED driver’s degradation [3, 8–12]. For example, a test method

has been developed to accelerate of luminous flux depreciation of LED lamps or lumi-

naires by an elevated temperature [3]. Degradations of LEDs in the high temperature-

humidity environment have been studied [8, 9]. The LED color shift by optical materials

has been investigated [10, 11]. A life prediction method for LED considering real mission

profiles has been developed [13].

For the driver’s degradation, if the driver’s lifetime is much shorter than LED’s life,

LEDs’ degradation may not be significant for prediction the system’s lifetime, as the

eventual lifetime of the entire system is determined by driver’s lifetime. With such an

assumption, a physics-of-failure (PoF) based lifetime prediction methodology for LED

drivers has been developed [5]. However, little research considers both degradations of

the driver and LEDs in an integrated LED lamp.

Numerous reliability assessment methodologies have been developed to consider

the degradations of a complex system. For instance, the general path models have been

well established and widely used in reliability assessment [14–17], owing to their ease

of use. As the requirement of reality, many stochastic process approaches have been

developed in recent years [18–22]. For LED systems, the Gamma process and copula

function have been applied to model the reliability [23]. The Wiener process has been

used to predict the LEDs’ lumen depreciation and color shift [24]. Moreover, the reliabil-

ity block diagram method is developed for degradation analysis of complex systems [25].

A stochastic modeling framework has been investigated for interactions among degra-

dations of components of a system [26]. These statistical reliability models and meth-

ods need to collect large amounts of data experimentally. Recently, using the Physics of

Failure (PoF) simulations as virtual tests to collect data for reliability assessment have at-

tracted increasing research attention. For instance, the degradation distribution models,

degradation path models and SPICE simulations have been integrated for a tolerance de-

sign [16]. A multi-physics simulation method has been used to predict the performance

of an LED driver during degradations of semiconductor devices [27].
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For an integrated lamp, in which the LED light source and driver are assembled to-

gether, both degradations of the LEDs and the driver will affect each other through the

ever-changing of temperature distributions and current during operation. Therefore, it

is necessary to use the electronic thermal simulation to determine the electronic and

thermal characteristics as a function of time. In this paper, an integrated LED lamp with

an electrolytic capacitor-free driver is considered to study the coupling effects of both

LEDs and driver’s degradations on lamp’s lifetime. An electrolytic capacitor-less buck-

boost driver is used as it has a comparable lifetime with LEDs. Such a driver is integrated

with a commercial LED light bulb for lifetime study. Circuit simulations are carried out to

obtain the power distributions and current to LEDs. Thermal simulations are performed

subsequently based on power distribution to obtain the temperature distribution of the

LED lamp, in particular, the LED junction temperature and driver’s overall temperature.

The lumen flux depreciation as a function of time can then be obtained. The interaction

of these two degradations is studied with several scenarios.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the degradation models used

for LEDs and driver respectively. In Section 3.3, a selected driver circuit and the thermal

simulation for the selected LED lamp is introduced. Section 3.4 describes parameter

extraction experiments. In Section 3.5, several scenarios are analyzed to predict the life-

time of the lamp and the effects of both degradations. Section 3.6 concludes this work

finally.

3.2. DEGRADATION MODELS

3.2.1. LED LIGHT SOURCE

The exponential model is applied to describe lumen depreciation in the constant junc-

tion temperature T j and the constant driving current I as follows [3]:

φl m(t ) =Φ(I ) ·e−β(T j )·t (3.1)

where t is time, Φlm is the absolute luminous flux at time t , φ(I ) is the luminous flux

factor that is a function of current I , and the depreciation rate β follows the Arrhenius

Equation [7]:

β(T j ) = Aβ ·e
Ea,β
κT j (3.2)

where, Aβ is the pre-exponential factor, Ea,β is the activation energy of LED.
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If the junction temperature T j (t ) and driving current I (t ) change as functions of

time, the deviation of lumen depreciation from time t to time t +∆t can be described

by:

l n∆
Φl m[T j (t ),∆t ]

Φ[I (t )]
=−β[T j (t )] ·∆t (3.3)

Thus, when t is from time 0 to time x, the accumulated lumen depreciation can be

described by:

ln∆
Φlm[T j (t ), x]

Φ[I (t )]
=

x∑
0

l n∆
Φl m[T j (t ),∆t ]

Φ[I (t )]
=

x∑
0
−β[T j (t )] ·∆t (3.4)

In the integral form, the accumulated lumen depreciation can be described by:

ln
Φl m[T j (t ), x]

Φ[I (t )]
=−

∫ x

0
β[T j (t )] ·d t +Cl m (3.5)

Thus:

Φlm[T j (t ), x]

Φ[I (t )]
= e−

∫ x
0 β[T j (t )]·d t+Clm (3.6)

The boundary condition is:

Φl m[T j (0),0]

Φ[I (0)]
= 1 (3.7)

Thus, Cl m=0, as a result from time 0 to time x:

φlm(t ) =Φ(I ) ·e−
∫ x

0 β[T j (t )]·d t (3.8)

φ(I ) in Equation 3.1 can be described by the following function [28]:

Φ(I ) = η(I ) · I ·V f (3.9)

where η(I ) is LED’s efficacy at current I and V f is the forward voltage which is a function

of junction temperature T j and current I .

The efficacy η is affected by both temperature droop (T-droop) and current droop

(J-droop) [29, 30]. However, in high current status, the T-droop becomes negligible in

comparison with the J-droop. Thus, η can be assumed approximately as a function of
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the J-droop [30]:

η= η0 · bn2

an +bn2 + cn3 (3.10)

where η0 is the efficacy factor, a and c are the linear and the 3rd-order non-radiative

recombination rates, b is the radiative recombination rate, and n is the average carrier

density of LED, which is proportional to the current I , hence the efficacy can be de-

scribed the following function:

η(I ) = η0 · Be I

Ae +Be I +Ce I 2 (3.11)

where η0, Ae , Be and Ce are dependent on the LED’s properties dependent materials and

structure.

Combine Equation 3.1, 3.3 and 3.5, the luminous flux in the ever-changing junction

temperature T j (t ) and current I (t ) can be described by the following function [31]:

Φlm(t ) = η0 · Be I 2(t )

Ae +Be I (t )+Ce I 2(t )
·V f ·e−

∫ t
0 β[T j (x)]·d x (3.12)

System conditions, I (t ), V f , and T j (t ), depend on structure and materials’ properties

of the lamp and circuit, and can be determined by the electronic-thermal simulations.

The physical characteristics of the selected LED, η0, Ae , Be , Ce , Aβ and Ea,β, are invari-

ables, and can be extracted by experiments. In this chapter, η0, Ae , Be , and Ce were

determined experimentally for the selected LED, and their values are shown in Table 3.2.

Aβ and Ea,β will be adjusted through a parametric study in Section 3.5.

3.2.2. LED DRIVER

Literature [32, 33] has shown that the on-state resistance of a MOSFET of an LED driver

increases with aging process, leading to the degradation of output current. The study in

[34] also indicates that the transistor declines during operation, and brings a decreasing

output current of the driver. In the present chapter, the driver’s degradation in terms

of the output current is considered. The effective value of the output current I can be

represented by the following equation:

I (t ) = Vr e f

Rr e f
(3.13)
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where Vr e f is a constant reference voltage, and Rr e f is the overall current control resis-

tance. Research in [27] has shown that the resistance of current control device degrades

linearly with time. Thus, a linear degradation model for the overall current control resis-

tance Rr e f is assumed:

Rr e f (t ) = R0 · [1+ A(TD ) · t ] (3.14)

where R0 is the initial resistance, TD is the overall driver temperature and the degrada-

tion rate A follows the Arrhenius Equation:

A(TD ) = A0 ·e
Ea,D
κ·TD (3.15)

where, A0 is the basic degradation rate and Ea,D is the overall activation energy of LED

driver. If the driver temperature TD changes continuously in time t, Equation 3.8 can be

deduced to an integration form, as follows:

Rr e f [t ,TD (t )] = R0 ·
∫ t

0
1+ A[TD (x) · x] ·d x (3.16)

where, the driver temperature TD (t ) is a system condition, and can be determined by

electronic thermal simulations. Among the physical characteristics of the selected driver,

R0 can be determined by the initial output current of the driver, Ea,D and A0, which con-

trol the driver degradation, will be adjusted through the parametric study in Section 3.5.

3.3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

3.3.1. ELECTRONIC SIMULATIONS

An electrolytic capacitor-free buck-boost converter, as shown in Figure 3.1, is selected

as the LED driver. This type of LED driver is one of the most commonly used drivers in

lighting applications [35]. In this work, the driver’s switching frequency is 300 kHz, the

input voltage range is 9 to 20 Vdc, the rated output current is 400 mA, the duty cycle is

25%, and the rated output power is 6.0W. Device models in the driver, which are provided

by a public database [36], have been validated and verified.

A temperature-dependent LED degradation model is considered in circuit simula-

tions. The LED’s forward voltage V f can be described by [28]:
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Figure 3.1: The Electrolytic Capacitor-Free Buck-Boost LED Driver [37].

V f [I (t ),T j (t )] = N ·κ ·T j (t ) · l n[
I (t )

IS
+1]+RS · I (t ) (3.17)

where, N is the ideality factor, Is is the saturation current, Rs is the equivalent series

resistance. Literature [38] suggests that the electronic characteristics of LEDs after sea-

soning is not affected by aging time, but strongly affected by junction temperature T j .

Thus, the Rs , Is and N , are considered as the functions of junction temperature T j as

following, according to literature [28, 39, 40]:

RS [T j (t )] = RS0 · [1+ AS ·T j (t )] (3.18)

IS [T j (t )] = IS0 ·T 2
j (t ) ·e

− AI
T j (t ) (3.19)

N [T j (t )] = T j (t )

AN ·T j (t )+BN
(3.20)

The power distribution of the entire circuit can be obtained by circuit simulations.

The thermal power of the LED light source PL is the difference between input power and

optical power of the LED light source:

PL(t ) = I (t ) ·V f [I (t ),T j (t )]−C ·Φlm(t ) (3.21)
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where C is the ratio of optical power and luminous flux.

The thermal power of the driver PD is the sum of heat from all components in the

driver. Thus, PD equals to the difference between total input power and total output

power of the driver:

PD (t ) = Pi n(t )− I (t ) ·V f [I (t ),T j (t )] (3.22)

where Pi n is the total input power.

3.3.2. THERMAL SIMULATIONS

Figure 3.2: The Model of The selected LED Lamp.

This chapter selects a commercial LED light bulb as the carrier. Figure 3.2 displays
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Figure 3.3: Flowchart of the Electronic-Thermal Simulation Methodology.

the lamp’s structure, in which the geometrical information and material properties can

refer to the literature [41–44]. An electrolytic capacitor-free buck-boost converter, as

shown in Figure 3.1, is used as the driver to replace the original one. The heat gener-

ated by both LEDs and the driver determine the junction temperature of LED as well as

the driver’s temperature. Therefore, system-level finite element analysis is conducted to

obtain the temperature distributions.

In this thermal finite element model, the driver and its potting materials as a whole

are considered as a volume (green portion in Figure 3.2). All thermal power dissipated by

each individual component in Figure 3.1 is summed together and uniformly distributed

over the surface. The driver’s temperature, TD , is taken from the maximum temperature

of the surface.

3.3.3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

Figure 3.3 illustrates the flowchart of the electronic thermal simulation in the present

study. The simulation process begins with the initial guess of T j and TD and the initial

LED’s forward voltage V f , from which the degradation models in Equation 3.6 and 3.10
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can be applied to obtain the luminous flux Φlm , and the current I. Then the electronic

simulations are performed to update V f and obtain the power dissipations by Equation

3.11, 3.15 and 3.16. Subsequently, the thermal simulations are performed to update T j

and TD . Such a simulation process loop is performed iteratively until the error between

values of T j in two consecutive steps is less than 0.1K, as shown in Figure 3.3. Then light

output can be calculated using Equation 3.6.

Generally, the useful lifetime of LED lighting products is typically given in terms of

the expected operating hours until light output has depreciated to 70% of initial levels

[3]. If this threshold is not reached, the aging time t advances to a small increment ∆t .

Since the temperatures update T j and TD are not known at t +∆t , the above iteration

process repeats. The time increment ∆t in this work is assumed to be 1000 hours. When

time t = tF , and theΦlm has depreciated to 70% of the initial value, the simulation stops,

and tF is considered as the lifetime of the LED lamp.

3.4. PARAMETER EXTRACTION OF LED MODELS

T HE physical parameters of the lumen depreciation model and the electronic model

of the LED light source, C , η0, Ae , Be , Ce , Rs0, As , Is0, AI , An and Bn , need to be

determined experimentally. Hence, ten selected high power LED packages were tested

in eight junction temperature levels, from 293K to 363K. Each sample was placed on a

thermal plate inside a 50cm integrating sphere system. Then, the transient electronic

and optical characteristics of each sample, including current, forward voltage, luminous

flux, and efficacy, are measured at different junction temperature levels. For each junc-

tion temperature, the transient current of each sample sweeps from 200mA to 350mA.

As shown in Figure 3.4, the measured I-V characteristics were fitted by Equation 3.11 to

3.14, whereas the efficacy was fitted by Equation 3.5 by the least square method, obtain-

ing these physical parameters of the LED models. Table 3.1 summarizes the averaged

values of the model parameters. The details of tests and parameter extractions can refer

to the Literature [31].

3.5. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

3.5.1. LAMP’S INITIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS

Firstly, considering the lamp’s operation conditions with an ambient room temperature

of 298K and a natural convective heat transfer coefficient of 5W ·m−2K −1, the electronic-

thermal simulation is performed to obtain the initial LED junction temperature T j (0)

and the driver temperature TD (0). As shown in Table 3.1. The simulation results agree
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Figure 3.4: The LED Sample and the Integrating Sphere System.

Table 3.1: Physical Parameters of The LED Light Source

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Rs0 5.914×10−1 As 6.699×10−4

Is0 4.786×105 AI 1.274×10−1

An 1.240 Bn −2.882×102

C 4.087×10−3 η0 1.456×102

Ae 0.999 Be 1.406×103

Ce 2.138×103

well with the experimental data [42, 43]. Table 3.1 also gives the targeted temperatures

of T j and TD for this lamp design. It can be seen that initial temperatures of both LEDs

and driver are within the design requirement.

Table 3.2: Temperature Distributions

Temperature Predicted Value Targeted Value
T j 351.8 K 358 K
TD 318.4 K 328 K

3.5.2. DEFINITION OF DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

LED is usually selected to have a desired lifetime at the initial temperature of operation.

In the present study, the LED with a lifetime of 25,000 hours at the initial LED junction

temperature is selected. The driver is also selected to have a 25,000 hours lifetime at the

initial temperature TD . Table 3.2 lists the parameters to be used to satisfy the selection

requirement.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: The (a) I-V Curves and (b) Efficacy Curve of the Selected LED.

For LED, this means that the selected LED will have luminous flux above 70% of ini-

tial levels before 25,000hours if the LED’s junction temperature and current remain un-

changed during operation. For LED driver, it implies that the output current from the
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Table 3.3: Designed Parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Aβ 2.834×10−1 Ea,β 0.3eV
A0 3.591×10−1 Ea,D 0.7eV

driver will not decrease by 10% of the initial value at the constant initial driver temper-

ature TD (0). However, the LED junction temperature, and the driver temperature will

change continuously with time, due to the simultaneous degradations of both LEDs and

driver. Ultimately, this will affect the actual lifetime of the lamp.

Three scenarios are therefore defined. Scenario 1 considers the LED depreciation

only, Scenario 2 considers the driver degradation only, while Scenario 3 considers both

degradations from LEDs and driver simultaneously, as summarized in Table 3.3.

Table 3.4: DESIGNED SCENARIOS

Case LED Driver
25,000hrs lifetime at

Scenario 1 the constant initial T j No degradation
(L25K)

25,000hrs lifetime at
Scenario 2 No degradation the constant initial TD

(D25K)
25,000hrs lifetime at 25,000hrs lifetime at

Scenario 1 the constant initial T j the constant initial TD

(L25K) (D25K)

3.5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

LED CURRENT

Figure 3.4 shows the relative LED current with respect to the initial value in each sce-

nario as a function of operation time. For Scenario 1, as the driver’s degradation is not

considered, the LED current maintains at its initial value (the driver is a constant cur-

rent converter with no degradation). For Scenario 2 the LED current drops 10% at 25000

hours. When two degradations co-exist simultaneously, the LED current drops a little

more, about 11% at 25,000 hours.

LED JUNCTION TEMPERATURE

Figure 3.5 displays the LED junction temperature in each scenario. The LED junction

temperature increases with time for Scenarios 1, but decreases for Scenario 2. However,
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Figure 3.6: The LED Current of Each Scenario.

the LED’s junction temperature does not change much for Scenario 3 with both degra-

dations considered. This is because that driver’s current decreases over time (in Figure

3.4), thus less power is provided to LEDs. On the other hands, when LED’s degradation

is considered, more thermal power is generated as the efficacy of LED decreases. These

two effects eventually cancel out the impact on LED’s junction temperature.

DRIVER’S TEMPERATURE

Figure 3.6 indicates the driver’s temperatures for three scenarios. Similarly, the driver’s

temperature increases with time in Scenarios 1, but decreases in Scenario 2, and does

not change much for Scenario 3.

LUMEN MAINTENANCE AND LIFETIME

Figure 3.7 shows the lumen maintenance over time for three scenarios. The lumen main-

tenance drops significantly with time for Scenario 1. As the driver does not degrade in

this scenario, the luminous flux depreciation is due to the LEDs’ degradation over time,

and is further accelerated by the increase of the LED junction temperature over opera-

tion process. For Scenario 2, the lumen depreciation is not significant even though the

driver may be near the end of its lifetime at 25,000 hours. It can be seen, from Figure 3.4

and Figure 3.5, that under Scenario 2, both LED current and LED junction temperature

drops significantly. However, the lumen output does not change as much as tempera-
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Figure 3.7: The LED Junction Temperature of Each Scenario.

Figure 3.8: The Driver’s Temperature of Each Scenario.

ture and current, as Scenario 2 does not consider the LED degradation over time. For

Scenarios 3, when both degradations are considered, the lumen output decreases with

time significantly, in spite of the little change in the LED junction temperature, shown in
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Figure 3.9: The Lumen Maintenance and for Each Scenario.

Figure 3.5 The lumen depreciation in Scenario 3 is attributed to the combined effects of

the reduced current in LED, due to driver degradation, and the lumen depreciation on

time, due to LEDs’ degradation.

Table 3.4 summarizes the lifetime prediction for these three scenarios. It can be seen

that when driver and LED’s degradations are considered, the LED lamp’s lifetime is re-

duced by about 22% compared to the initial target of 25,000hours. From this table, it can

be found that the results of Scenario 1 and 3 are close to each other. This implies that

without considering driver’s degradation (Scenario 1), the predicted lamp lifetime may

just underestimate a bit. The underlying mechanism is that the driver’s degradation will

reduce the LED’s junction temperature so that LED’s temperature does not rise as much

as that LED degradation only. For Scenario 2, a lifetime of 25,000 hours is taken since the

LED current would drop by 10% of its initial value at that time. This indicates that the

driver’s failure will occur, even though LEDs’ degradation is not considered. It implies

that LEDs’ degradation should be taken into account when driver’s lifetime is compa-

rable to LED’s lifetime. Otherwise, the luminous flux depreciation prediction would be

inaccurate using Scenario 2, as shown in Figure 3.7.
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Table 3.5: Lifetime of Each Combination

Scenario Lifetime
Scenario 1 21500 Hrs
Scenario 2 19600 Hrs
Scenario 3 19600 Hrs

3.6. CONCLUSIONS

I N this chapter, an integrated LED lamp with an electrolytic capacitor-free driver is

considered to study the coupling effects of both LED and driver’s degradations on

LED lamp’s lifetime. An electrolytic capacitor-less buck-boost LED driver is used. as it

has a comparable lifetime with the LED. Circuit simulations are carried out to obtain the

power distributions and output current and the voltage to LEDs. Thermal simulations

are subsequently performed based on power distribution to obtain the temperature dis-

tributions of the LED lamp, in particular, LED junction temperature and driver’s overall

temperature. The lumen flux depreciation as a function of time can then be obtained.

Three scenarios are considered: Scenario 1 considers LED degradation only, Scenario 2

considers the driver degradation only, and Scenario 3 considers both degradations from

LED and driver simultaneously.

In Scenario 1, the LED current stays at its initial value as the driver does not degrade.

As a result, the LED junction temperature and the driver’s temperature increase with op-

eration time, which would accelerate the LED’s degradation, and thus reduce the lumen

maintenance further.

In Scenario 2, the LED current decreases over time due to the driver’s degradation.

As a result, the LED junction temperature and the driver’s temperature decrease with

operation time. However, Scenario 2 gives erroneous results in terms of luminous flux as

the LED’s degradation over time is not taken into consideration. This implies that LED’s

degradation must be taken into considerations when both LED and driver’s lifetimes are

comparable.

In Scenario 3, the LED current decrease with operation time, but the LED junction

temperature and the driver’s temperature do not change much. This is because that

driver’s output current decreases over time, thus less power is provided to LED. On the

other hands, when LED’s degradation is considered, more thermal power is generated as

the efficacy of LED decreases. These two effects eventually cancel out the impact on the

LED junction temperature. Nonetheless, because of the combined effects of the reduced

current in LEDs and the lumen dependence on time, the LED lamp’s lifetime is reduced
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4
A RELIABILITY PREDICTION FOR

THE LED LAMP WITH AN

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR FREE

DRIVER

This chapter studies the interaction of catastrophic failure of the driver and LED lumi-

nous flux decay for an integrated LED lamp with an electrolytic capacitor-free LED driver.

Electronic thermal simulations are utilized to obtain the lamp’s dynamic history of tem-

perature and current for two distinct operation modes: constant current mode (CCM), and

constant light output (CLO) mode, respectively. Driver’s mean time to failure (MTTF), and

the LED’s lifetime in term of luminous flux are calculated. Under CLO mode, the LED’s

current increases exponentially to maintain the constant light output. As a result, the

junction temperatures of LEDs, MOSFETs and power diodes in driver rise significantly,

leading to a much shorter MTTF, and faster luminous flux depreciation. However, under

the CCM mode, the junction temperatures of LEDs, MOSFETs and diodes change modestly,

therefore, the driver’s MTTF and LED’s luminous flux decay are not affected much by the

variation of temperatures during LED’s degradation process.

Parts of this chapter have been published by IEEE Transactions on Components, Packaging and Manufacturing
Technology [1].
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

A N LED lighting system (lamp or luminaire) is mainly comprised of an LED light

source module, a driver, control gears, secondary optical parts, and heat dissipa-

tion components [2]. In the past decades, numerous studies have been focusing on the

performance and reliability of LED itself [3–12]. A typical LED light source now has a

lifetime as long as 25,000 - 100,000 hours in terms of luminous flux maintenance [2, 13].

However, the driver’s life is usually much shorter than the light source’s, in particular,

if electrolytic capacitors are utilized [14–16]. A physics-of-failure (PoF) based reliability

prediction methodology has been developed to estimate the failure rate distribution of

electrolytic capacitors in LED drivers [14]. In recent years, many electrolytic capacitor-

free topologies have been developed with more reliable components [17–19], including

thin film capacitors [20] and LC filters [19]. In addition, several new control technolo-

gies can also improve the lifetime of electrolytic capacitors, for instance, the resonance-

assisted filter [21] and the variable on-time control method [22]. The lifetime of the LED

driver may be extended to match the LED light source lifetime [23].

Generally, the lifetime of an LED is given in terms of the expected operating hours

until light output has depreciated to 70% of the initial level. The catastrophic failure of

an LED driver depends on its critical components and their operation conditions, such

as the MOSFETs and power diodes [24–26]. The total rate of catastrophic failures deter-

mines the mean time to failure (MTTF) for the driver. There are two distinct concepts of

lifetimes involved in an LED system: mean time to failure (e.g. driver), and LED’s lifetime

in terms of luminous flux depreciation. When these two lifetimes are far different, it is

obvious that they do not interact with each other. For example, if driver’s MTTF is much

less than LED’s lifetime, the eventual LED lamp’s lifetime is determined by driver’s MTTF

since the catastrophic failure of the driver will result in the complete light out. However,

few study has been conducted to investigate the reliability of LED lamp when the driver’s

MTTF is comparable to the LED’s lifetime.

This chapter studies the interaction of driver’s catastrophic failure and LED’s lumi-

nous flux decay for an integrated LED lamp with an electrolytic capacitor-free LED driver.

A fly-back converter with an LC filter is used in the present study. The overall catas-

trophic failure rate of the critical components in the driver are considered as functions

of temperature and current. Electronic thermal simulations are utilized for a commercial

LED bulb to obtain the lamp’s dynamic history of temperature and current. Two distinct

operation modes are considered: constant current mode (CCM), and the constant light

output (CLO) mode[27], respectively. The LED’s lifetime in terms of luminous flux is cal-

culated using LED’s degradation model. A fault tree is applied to calculate the driver’s
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MTTF.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the general methodology.

In Section 4.3 to 4.5, the circuit models, LED’s degradation model, the thermal mod-

els and the failure rate models are introduced respectively. Section 4.6 defines different

modes and discusses the results. Section 4.7 concludes this work finally.

4.2. GENERAL METHODOLOGY

F IGURE 4.1 displays the general methodology which integrates the electronic thermal

simulation with the fault tree method to obtain both the LED’s luminous flux decay

and driver’s probability of catastrophic failures and MTTF. For a given LED system, such

as an LED lamp with an integrated driver, electronic simulations are applied to obtain

the power distribution of each component in driver and also input power to LEDs. Based

on the system’s structure and material properties, thermal simulations, which combine

both system-level thermal modeling and compact models, are conducted. An iteration

process is necessary at each operation time point to determine the state of temperature

under operating conditions. Details of the electronic thermal simulation can be found

in our previous [14, 28]. Through the electronic thermal simulation, the junction tem-

perature of the LED light source, the current of the driver, and the lumen output can be

obtained. LED’s luminous flux decay can be calculated based on the calculated results

of current and junction temperature using LED’s degradation model. The driver’s proba-

bility of failure and MTTF can also be calculated according to the the failure rate models

of critical components. In the following, the details of electronic simulation, the LED’s

degradation model, the thermal simulation, as well as the MOSFET and diode’s failure

rate model in driver, are described.

4.3. ELECTRONIC MODELS

4.3.1. DRIVER CIRCUIT

Figure 4.2 displays a fly-back driver with an LC filter. The LC filter can store energy as

capacitors, thus, it is considered as one of the most cost-effective electrolytic capacitor

elimination approaches [19, 29]. In this circuit, the models of all components are well

validated and verified by manufacturers [30]. The rated input power of the entire driver is

6.3W, and the rated input power is about 5.2W. Ideal feedback units and a current control

unit are added, making this driver have two operation modes: the constant current mode

(CCM) and the constant light output mode (CLO). In the constant current mode, the

current from the driver to the LED light source remains unchanged. The current can be
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Figure 4.1: General Methodology of The Proposed Approach.

adjusted to achieve invariant light output in CLO mode.

4.3.2. LED LIGHT SOURCE

A temperature-dependent model for LED light source is considered in the circuit model

in Figure 4.2. The luminous flux is a function of the ever-changing junction tempera-

ture T j (t ) and current ILED (t ). Thus, the luminous flux Φlm(t ) can be described by the

following function:

Φl m(t ) =


η0 ·

Be I 2
LED (t )

Ae +Be ILED (t )+Ce I 2
LED (t )

·V f ·e−
∫ t

0 β[T j (x)]·d x (T j < TM AX )

0 (T j ≥ TM AX )

(4.1)

where η0 is the basic efficacy, Ae and Ce are the linear and the 3rd-order non-radiative

recombination rates, Be is the radiative recombination rate, V f is the forward voltage,

this work supposes the maximum junction temperature TM AX =423K and β is the depre-

ciation rate which follows the Arrhenius Equation [16]:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: The (a) Circuit and (b) Layout of the Fly-Back LED Driver [31].

β(T j ) = Aβ ·e
− Ea,β
κ·T j (4.2)

The performance of an LED light source can be described by the following function

[32]:

V f [I (t ),T j (t )] = N ·κ ·T j (t ) · l n[
I (t )

IS
+1]+RS · I (t ) (4.3)

where, N is the ideality factor, κ is the Boltzmann constant, Is is the saturation current,

Rs is the equivalent series resistance of the LED. The Rs , Is and N can be described by
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Figure 4.3: The Model of the selected LED Lamp.

the following functions [32–34]:

RS [T j (t )] = RS0 · [1+ AS ·T j (t )] (4.4)

IS [T j (t )] = IS0 ·T 2
j (t ) ·e

− AI
T j (t ) (4.5)

N [T j (t )] = T j (t )

AN ·T j (t )+BN
(4.6)

The details of the LED models mentioned above can be found in the literature [28,

35].

4.4. THERMAL SIMULATION

A commercial LED bulb is selected as the carrier of the present study. As shown in

Figure 4.3, it consists of a bulb cover, LED light source, heat sinks, a driver and other

relevant parts [36]. The light source of this lamp includes 24 LED packages mounted on

a metal board. The original driver in this lamp is replaced by the electrolytic capacitor

free driver shown in Figure 4.2 for the purpose of the study in this chapter.

The heat sources come from the LEDs and the driver’s components. System level

thermal simulations are conducted to calculate the LEDs’ junction temperature TLED

and air temperature around the driver TD . The driver (the green part in Figure 4.3) is

considered as homogeneous material with heat from the driver distributed evenly on
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surface. In the system level thermal model, the thermal power densities of LEDs and the

driver are 8.45×105W ·m−2 and 1.9 ×106W ·m−3 respectively. The lamp operates in room

temperature (296K) with a natural convection condition (10.5W · (m2 ·K )−1). Table 4.1

lists thermal conductivity used in system level thermal simulations.

Table 4.1: Thermal Material Properties

Part Thermal Conductivity

Bulb Cover 2.0×10−1W · (m ·K )−1

LED Board 1.2×101W · (m ·K )−1

Heat Sink 1.1×102W · (m ·K )−1

Driver 1.5×10−1W · (m ·K )−1

LED Chip 4.5×101W · (m ·K )−1

LED Package 5.0W · (m ·K )−1

Welding Layer 2.5×101W · (m ·K )−1

Lamp Shell 1.0×101W · (m ·K )−1

The thermal compact model of each critical component in the driver is applied to

find their junction temperature:

T j ,i = TD +Rth,i ·Pth,i (4.7)

where T j ,i is the the junction temperature of the component, Rth,i is the thermal resis-

tance from junction to surface of the component which is usually provided by compo-

nents’ data-sheets [37], Pth,i is the thermal power of the component.

To validate the system level thermal simulation, temperature distribution of the lamp

is measured. The lamp is place in the room temperature (296K) and natural convection

condition. The temperature at each point is measured by a thermocouple pyrometer

system. Figure 4.4 displays the simulation results, and Table 4.2 compares the test and

simulation results. Errors between the simulation and test results are less than 1K.

Table 4.2: Thermal Material Properties

Position Simulation Result Test Result Error

Light Source 379.7K 106.7◦C 379.4K 0.290K
Heatsink 1 367.4K 94.4◦C 367.1K 0.264K
Heatsink 2 366.3K 93.3◦C 366.0K 0.268K
Heatsink 3 364.9K 91.9◦C 365.5K 0.596K

Driver 398.5K 125.5◦C 398.6K 0.103K
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Figure 4.4: The Model of The selected LED Lamp.
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Figure 4.5: The Fault Tree of The LED Driver.

4.5. FAULT TREE AND THE MODEL OF FAILURE PROBABILITY

T HE catastrophic failures of the MOSFET M1 and the Diode D4 in the circuit shown

in Figure 4.2 are considered. Assuming that the failures of M1 and D4 are indepen-

dent to each other, the probability density of the catastrophic failure of the driver can be

described by the following function:

fDr i ver (t ) = fM (t )+ fD (t )− fM (t ) · fD (t ) (4.8)

where fDr i ver is the failure probability density of the LED driver at time t , fM is the fail-

ure probability density of the MOSFET, fD is the failure probability density of the diode.

Equation 4.8 is described by a fault tree shown in Figure 4.5.

The failure probability density of a MOSFET can be described by the inverse power

law [38]:

fM (t ) = fM [IM (t ),TM (t )] = fM0 · [
IM (t )

Ir ate
]p ·e

− Ea,M
κ [ 1

TM (t ) − 1
TA

]
(4.9)

where IM (t ) is the average current of the MOSFET at time t , TM (t ) is junction temper-

ature of the MOSFET at time t , fM0 is the failure probability density of the MOSFET in

rated current Ir ated and typical ambient temperature TA=298K, p is the current acceler-

ated coefficient and Ea,M is the activation energy of the MOSFET.

The failure probability density of a diode can be described by the [38]:

fD (t ) = fD [TD (t )] = fD0 ·e
− Ea,D

κ [ 1
TD (t ) − 1

TA
]

(4.10)

where, fD is the failure probability density of the diode, TDi (t) is junction temperature

of the diode at time t , fD0 is the rated failure probability density of the diode in typical

ambient temperature TA=298K, Ea,D is the activation energy of the diode.

The conditions IM (t ), TM (t ) and TDi (t ) at each operation time point can be obtained

by the electronic-thermal simulations, and thus, the failure probability densities fM , fD
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and fDr i ver at each time point can be calculated by Equation 4.8 to 4.10. Then, the mean

time to failure (MTTF) of the LED driver can be calculated by the following equation:

MT T F = tM AX∫ tM AX
0 fDr i ver (t ) ·d t

(4.11)

where tM AX is the total operation duration. In order to simply the calculation, this work

selects 1000 hours as the time increment. Between two time points, the integrating re-

gion is assumed to be a trapezoid.

4.6. CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS

4.6.1. SELECTION OF LED AND DRIVER

The LED light source is preselected with the activation energy and pre-factor of Ea,β=

0.3eV and Aβ= 0.2829, according to our previous test results [35]. The other parame-

ters that appear in Equation 4.1 to 4.6 are listed in Table 4.3. Those data were extracted

experimentally from our previous study [28, 35].

Table 4.3: Physical Parameters of The LED Light Source

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Rs0 5.914×10−1 As 6.699×10−4

Is0 4.786×105 AI 1.274×10−1

An 1.240 Bn −2.882×102

C 4.087×10−3 η0 1.456×102

Ae 0.999 Be 1.406×103

Ce 2.138×103

According to the electronic thermal simulation at the initial state during operation,

the LED’s junction temperature is about 340K. Based on the parameters defined above,

the LED’s lifetime in terms of luminous flux decay is about 25000 hours at the constant

temperature 340K and with a current of 400mA, by Equation 4.1 and 4.2.

For the driver, the empirical values [39] of model parameters for the MOSFET M1

and Diode D4 shown Equation 4.9 and 4.10 are selected as p of 2.0, Ea,M and Ea,D as

0.7eV respectively. According to the simulation results, the initial junction temperature

values of TM (0) for M1 and TDi (0) for D4, are about 357K and 344K respectively. Assume

that the driver’s MTTF at the initial state equals to 25,000hours, fM0 = 4.12× 10( − 7),

fD0 = 2.74×10( −7). Since temperatures in the lamp and the current during operation

will change over time, the actual LED’s lifetime in terms of luminous flux decay and the
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Figure 4.6: The LED Current Curve of The CLO Mode.

MTTF for driver will be different from the pre-selected values. The details of the results

will be discussed below.

4.6.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

CONSTANT LIGHT OUTPUT (CLO) MODE

Figure 4.6 displays the LED current curve at the CLO mode. The LED’s current increases

exponentially, e.g. from the initial 400mA to 910mA in 16000 hours. Such an increase in

current mainly compensates the luminous efficacy degradation of the LED to maintain

the constant light output.

Figure 4.7 displays the LED junction temperature as a function of time. Due to the

elevated current, the LED’s temperature increases greatly. At 16000 hours, the junction

temperature of the LED light source increases by about 84K and exceeds 423K.

Figure 4.8 shows the history of the junction temperatures of M1 and D4 at the CLO

mode. In 16,000 hours, the junction temperatures of M1 increases from 357K to 452K,

and the junction temperatures of D4 rises from 344K to 432K. Figure 4.9 shows the cu-

mulative failure rate of M1 in different conditions of the CLO mode. In the constant tem-

perature and current of the M1, the cumulative failure rate is about 47% at 16000 hours.

If M1’s junction temperature increase only is considered, the failure rate accumulates to

100% around 12000 hours. If M1’s current increase only is considered, the cumulative
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Figure 4.7: The LED Junction Temperature of The CLO Mode.

Figure 4.8: The Junction Temperature of M1 and D4 of The CLO Mode.
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Figure 4.9: Cumulative Failure Rates of M1 in The CLO Mode.

failure rate is about 98% at 16000 hours. If both of junction temperature and current of

M1 in CLO mode are considered, the failure rate of M1 accumulates to 100% in about

10000 hours. The increased junction temperature has larger effects on the failure rate.

Figure 4.10 displays cumulative failure rate of the driver for the CLO mode in com-

parison with a constant temperature and a constant current, same as the initial ones.

In the ever-changing temperature and current operation condition, the driver’s failure

rate accumulates to 100% in about 8700 hours. In the constant temperature and current

condition, the failure rate accumulates about 64% in 16000 hours. As discussed above,

the driver’s failure rates are greatly increased due to the significant increase of driver’s

temperature and current. Thus, the driver in the CLO mode has a much shorter MTTF

than in constant condition.

CONSTANT CURRENT MODE (CCM)

Figure 4.11 displays the LED junction temperature in CCM mode. After 25000 hours,

the junction temperature of the LED light source increases by only about 6K. As the LED

degrades, more thermal power is generated, leading temperature increase for the entire

lamp modestly. However, such rise is much less than that in CLO mode.

Figure 4.12 displays the normalized luminous flux maintenance under CCM mode.

The LED’s lifetime is reduced to about 20000 hours, 20% shorter than in the constant

temperature and current.
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Figure 4.10: Cumulative Failure Rates of The Driver in CLO Mode.

Figure 4.13 shows the history of the junction temperatures of M1 and D4 in the CCM

mode. The junction temperature of M1 increases from 357K to 364K, and D4’s junction

temperature rises from 344K to 349K in 25000 hours. Compared with the CLO mode, the

junction temperature of M1 and D4 increase slightly.

Figure 4.14 displays cumulative failure rate of the driver in different conditions of

CCM mode. The LED driver’s failure rate accumulates to 100% in about 22500 hours,

compared to 25,000hours at the constant temperature and current. This implies that the

driver’s failure rate in CCM mode does not change dramatically, as seen in CLO mode.

Table 4.4 summarizes LED’s lifetimes in terms of lumen output and the driver’s MT-

TFs for CLO and CCM modes. It is seen that even the preselected driver and LED both

have a lifetime of 25,000 hours at the initial respective junction temperatures and oper-

ating current conditions, the actual lamp’s lifetime can be significantly shorter in CLO

mode. This is because that the current continually increases in LEDs for the CLO mode,

which will increase the LED’s junction temperature greatly. Since the driver is integrated

together with LED, the driver’s M1 and D4 junction temperatures also increase signifi-

cantly, leading to a much early failure. In the CLO mode for the lamp studied here, since

the LED’s lifetime in terms of luminous decay is 16,000 hours, the catastrophic failure

will occur first. It means that the whole lamp will have a lifetime of 8,700 hours.

In the CCM mode, the luminous flux decay lifetime is slightly shorter than the driver’s
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Figure 4.11: The LED Junction Temperature of The CCM Mode.

Figure 4.12: Normalized Luminous Flux of The CCM Mode.
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Figure 4.13: The Junction Temperatures of M1 and D4 in The CCM Mode.

Figure 4.14: Cumulative Failure Rates of The Driver in The CCM Mode.
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MTTF, thus, the lamp will fail first due to the unacceptable luminous flux output. How-

ever, since both MTTF and luminous flux decay time are very close, it is also possible that

the lamp will fail first by catastrophic failure. In either case, the lamp’s actual lifetime is

still less than the designed target of 25,000 hours.

Table 4.4: Lifetime and MTTF

Case Lifetime (Hrs) T j (K) MTTF (Hrs) TD (K)
Initial Status 25’000 340 25’000 336

CLO 16’000 Varying 8’700 Varying
CCM 20’000 Varying 22’500 Varying

4.7. CONCLUSIONS

T HIS chapter studies the interaction of catastrophic failures of a driver and the LED

light source on the actual lifetime of the lamp. There are two distinct concepts of

lifetimes involved in an LED lamp: driver’s MTTF in terms of catastrophic failure, and

LED’s lifetime in terms of luminous flux output. The actual LED’s lifetime is taken from

the smaller one of these two values. LED’s lifetime in terms of luminous flux decay de-

pends on the history of LED’s junction temperature and current. Driver’s MTTF depends

on the history of junction temperatures of key components, such as MOSFET and diodes

in the driver. Electronic simulations were conducted first to obtain the power distri-

butions among components and the current passing through LEDs. Then system-level

thermal simulation and compact model were applied to obtain the temperature distri-

butions. Since the LED’s degradation is a continuous process, such electronic and ther-

mal simulations need to be carried out throughout whole time domain.

In the present study, a fly-back converter with an LC filter is used. Two distinct op-

eration modes are considered: the constant current mode (CCM), and the constant light

output (CLO) mode, respectively. Under the CLO mode, LED’s current increases expo-

nentially. As a result, the junction temperatures of LEDs, MOSFET and diode rise by

about 84K, 95K and 88K respectively in about 16,000 hours. The constant light output

mode eliminates lumen depreciation at the expense of the LED lamp’s reliability. Since

the MTTF of the driver in the CLO mode is much shorter than the LED’s luminous flux

decay lifetime, the catastrophic failure of the driver will occur first.

For the CCM mode, since the current is forced to remain unchanged, the junction

temperatures of the LED, the MOSFET and the diode rise modestly about 6K, 7K and

5K respectively, leading the lifetime drops to about 20000 hours, and the MTTF drops to
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about 22500 hours. Since the LED’s lifetime and driver’s MTTF in this mode are compa-

rable, either catastrophic failure or the excessive lumen depreciation may occur first.
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5
A PHYSICS AND STATISTICS

COMBINED RELIABILITY

PREDICTION METHODOLOGY FOR

LED DRIVERS

In this chapter, stochastic properties of LEDs degradation are taken into consideration to

investigate the reliability of the LED driver in an integrated LED lamp. The lumen depre-

ciation process leads to the increase of the air temperature surrounding the driver, thus

affecting driver’s reliability. The Wiener process is introduced to describe the randomness

of lumen depreciation process. The compact thermal model of the LED lamp is developed

to obtain the relationship between LED’s thermal dissipation and junction temperatures

of critical components in the driver. The driver’s survival probability is then obtained us-

ing the Markov Chain method. The effect of the lumen depreciation to the driver is studied

with two scenarios. It has been found that the statistical properties of LEDs life data will

lead to a large range of the driver’s survival probability. The stochastic analysis of LEDs

life data from accelerated degradation testing can improve the accuracy of the prediction

of the LED driver and LED lamp.

Parts of this chapter have been submitted to IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics, 2017 [1].
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5.1. INTRODUCTION

L IGHT emitting diode (LED) lamps have been rapidly developed in recent years due

to the wide applications of commercial blue LEDs [2, 3]. The market share of LED

lighting products will increase to about 60% to 75% before 2020 [2]. An LED lamp mainly

comprises an LED light source, a driver, control gear, secondary optical parts, and heat

dissipation components [2]. Compared to the conventional lamps, LED lamps have

many unique advantages such as its superior energy efficiency, environmental friend-

liness, and long lifetime [2, 4]. Numerous studies have been focusing on the reliability

of LED itself [5–10]. For example, the relationship between LED structure and thermal

resistance has been studied [11]. A control methodology for nonlinear photo-electro-

thermal dynamics of LEDs has been developed [12]. An accelerated test method has

been developed to shorten lumen depreciation process of LED lamps or luminaires [5].

The LED color shift by optical materials has been investigated [8, 9]. The impact of high

temperature-humidity environment to LEDs’ degradation have been studied [6, 7]. Al-

though it claims an LED’s lifetime up to 25,000 to 100,000 hours [2, 4], the customer ex-

periences may be different, and some of the LED lamps can fail for a considerable time

ahead of the claimed lifetime [4, 13]. One of the reasons for such a discrepancy between

the claimed lifetime and the practical lifetime of an LED lamp could be due to the mis-

match in the lifetime of the LEDs and the driver [14].

The driver is considered as one of the major reliability bottlenecks of LED lamps. To

investigate the primary causes of failures in drivers, various critical components and ma-

terials including electrolytic capacitors [15, 16], ceramic capacitors [17], molding com-

pounds [18] and power transistors [19] have been studied. Usually, the electrolytic ca-

pacitor is considered as the weakest link in mainstream LED drivers [20, 21]. Thus, many

new technologies have been developed to avoid failures of electrolytic capacitors [22],

for instance, input current shaping [23], power decoupling [24], harmonic injection [25],

LC filtering [26], resonance-assisted filtering [27] and variable on-time control [28]. Fur-

ther, numerous reliability assessment methods have been developed for drivers. For in-

stance, empirical models have been adopted to predict the probability of failures of crit-

ical components [29]. The Markov Chain model has been applied for the reliability mod-

eling of boost converters [30]. Physics-of-failure (PoF) based reliability simulations have

been developed to study the interaction between the lumen depreciation and driver’s

failure [31, 32].

For an integrated LED lamp, the driver’s operating temperature interacts with LED’s

lumen depreciation. With the decay of luminous flux, the LED light source will generate

more heat, which causes the driver’s operation temperature to rise. It has been found
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that high operating temperature can accelerate degradation of the driver [31] and lead

to catastrophic failures [32]. However, conventional lifetime prediction methods for LED

lamps assume that the drive operates at a constant temperature condition.

The randomness of the LED’s lumen depreciation has been well studied for LED it-

self. For instance, reliability models based on Gamma process [33] and Wiener process

[14] have been developed to predict the luminous decay and color shift of LEDs. A Six

sigma DMAIC approach is used for life test for white LEDs [10]. The real operation condi-

tions have been considered by an LED life prediction method [34]. However, few studies

consider the effect of randomness lumen depreciation on LED driver’s reliability.

This chapter studies the effect of statistical property of LED’s lumen depreciation on

LED driver’s reliability. An integrated LED light bulb is selected for the purpose of study.

The Wiener process based model is introduced to describe the lumen depreciation pro-

cess. The compact thermal model is developed to obtain the relationship between LEDs’

thermal dissipation and junction temperatures of the critical components in the driver.

The probability of catastrophic failures in the driver can then be obtained by the Markov

Chain method by considering the increase of driver’s temperature. The effect of the lu-

men depreciation to the driver is studied with two scenarios.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the methodology. Section

5.3 describes the lumen depreciation model of the LED light source based on the Wiener

process. Section 5.4 explains the reliability model of selected LED driver. Section 5.5

introduces the compact thermal model of the LED lamp. Section 5.6 defines various

scenarios of case studies and discusses the results. Section 5.7 concludes this work.

5.2. METHODOLOGY

T HIS considers the lumen depreciation process as a stochastic process. At each time

point, the lumen maintenance of the LED light source follows a certain distribution.

Meanwhile, the lumen maintenance determines power distribution of an integrated LED

lamp, including thermal power and optical power. With different lumen maintenance,

an integrated LED lamp will have a different thermal power distribution and thus a dif-

ferent temperature distribution. Since the light source and the driver are assembled to-

gether, the air temperature surrounding the driver will increase with the lumen depreci-

ation process and has a certain randomness at each time point.

As shown in Figure 5.1, the proposed methodology contains the lumen depreciation

model, thermal model, reliability models.

The lumen depreciation model uses the Wiener process to describe the lumen depre-
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Figure 5.1: General Methodology of The Proposed Approach.

ciation process [14]. The thermal power of the LED light source for each lumen main-

tenance value can be obtained. Then, a compact thermal model of the LED lamps is

utilized to calculate the temperature distribution of the LED lamp, in particular, the air

temperature surrounding the driver and junction temperatures of driver’s critical com-

ponents. With known temperatures, the survival probability of the driver can be calcu-

lated by a Markov Chain based reliability model [30]. The details of each model will be

introduced in Section 5.3 to 5.5.

5.3. LUMEN DEPRECIATION MODEL

A CCORDING to work presented in [2, 5, 14], the exponential model [5] and the Wiener

Process [14] can be used to describe the lumen depreciation process. Thus, the

lumen maintenance at time t , the ratio of luminous flux remaining at time t to its initial

value, can be described by:

Φ(t ) = e−βt +W (t ) (5.1)

where, Φ(t ) is the lumen maintenance at time t , β is the depreciation rate, W (t ) is the

stochastic distribution of the lumen depreciation at time t , which follows the normal

distribution [35]:

W (t ) ∼ N (0,αt ) (5.2)
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Hence, at any given time t , the lumen maintenance also follows the normal distribu-

tion:

Φ(t ) ∼ N (e−βt ,αt ) (5.3)

In this model, the mean values of the lumen maintenance degrade exponentially,

and the standard deviations increase linearly with a rate of α. This work defines the

three variances, ±3αt , as the lower and upper bound of the lumen maintenance. As the

boundary condition, Φ(0) = 1. Moreover, the probability density function at time t is

[35]:

p[Φ(t )] = 1p
2π

e
−[Φ(t )−e−βtp

2αt
]2

(5.4)

To determine the parameters in the lumen depreciation model by Equation 5.3, 30

LED light sources, as shown in Figure 5.2, were tested at 328K and the rated input current

for a period of 2000 hours. The input power and lumen maintenance of each sample

were tested by an integrating sphere system.

Figure 5.2: The Selected LED Light Source.

At time t=0, total power PLED = 6.65W and optical power POpt = 2.51W . The tested

lumen maintenance distributions as functions of time are shown in Figure 5.3. The nor-

mality tests were carried out on the results to check the normality of the lumen mainte-

nance distribution.

The P-value from a normality test is a statistical indicator representing the probabil-
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Figure 5.3: Lumen Maintenance Distributions.

ity of the observed sample to follow the assumed distribution. A larger P value indicates

that the obtained distribution follows the assumed distribution. P = 0.05 is the threshold

value for the normality test in statistics. The obtained P-values are shown in Figure 5.5.

It can be seen from the results that the P values of lumen maintenance distribution are

much higher than 0.05. Thus, the normal distributions in Equation 5.3 are confirmed.

The mean values and standard deviations of lumen maintenance distribution are

displayed in Figure 5.6. The obtained test results are fitted by functions given by Equa-

tion 5.3. The parameter of curve fitting α and β are 5.7558×10−6 and 3.1371×10−5 re-

spectively. The maximum errors of the predicted mean values and standard deviations

are 1.64% and 0.32% respectively. Hence, the test results show a good agreement with

the proposed models.

With known parameter α and β, the lumen depreciation distribution curves of the

LED light source can be extrapolated by Equation 5.1. Figure 5.7 displays the mean value,

upper bound (MAX) and lower bound (MIN) curves of the lumen maintenance. In 20,000

hours, the mean value drops about 47%. Meanwhile, the upper bound and lower bound

drop about 12% and 88% respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Relative Input Power of LEDs.

Figure 5.5: Normality Test Results.

5.4. RELIABILITY MODEL OF THE DRIVER

A S a carrier of the proposed method, a commercial LED bulb lamp shown in Figure

5.8 is selected for the present study. In the body of the lamp, a quasi-resonance
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: (a) Mean values and (b) Standard Deviations of The Lumen Deprecation.

converter shown in Figure 5.9 is used to drive the LED light source. Due the absence of

the potting material, there is an air gap between the driver and the lamp’s body. For the

purpose of study, the driver assumes two critical components: the power diode D1 and
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Figure 5.7: Extrapolated Lumen Maintenance Curves.

the control IC U 1.

Figure 5.8: The Model of The selected LED Lamp.

This work focuses catastrophic failures of critical components of the driver. The fail-

ure of the driver distributes randomly during operation. As a result, the reliability can
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: (a) Layout and (b) Circuit of the Selected LED Driver [36].

be obtained by Markov Chain [30]. Expressed by the differential equation, the driver’s

survival probability can be obtained by [37]:

dRD (t )

d t
=− fD (t ) ·RD (t ) (5.5)

where, RD (t ) is the driver’s survival probability at time t , fD (t ) is the probability density

function of the driver’s failures. If fD (t ) stays unchanged with operation time, RD (t ) is

[30]:

RD (t ) = e− fD (t )·t (5.6)

If fD (t ) changes with operation time, RD (t ) is given by [37]:

RD (t ) = e−
∫ t

0 fD (x)·d x (5.7)

Suppose the failure of each critical component is independent of each other, the

fD (t ) is a function of failure probability densities of critical components [30]:
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fD (t ) = fDi (t )+ f IC (t )− fDi (t ) · f IC (t ) (5.8)

where fDi (t ) and f IC (t ) are failure probability densities of the power diode D1 and the

control IC U 1 respectively. fDi (t ) and f IC (t ) can be obtained by [29]:

fDi (t ) =λDi ·e
− Ea,Di
κ·T j ,Di (5.9)

f IC (t ) =λIC ·e
− Ea,IC
κ·T j ,IC (5.10)

where, T j ,Di and T j ,IC are junction temperatures, λDi and λIC are basic failure probabil-

ity densities, Ea,Di and Ea,IC are the activation energy of the power diode and the control

IC. In this work, λDi , λIC , Ea,Di and Ea,IC are obtained from the empirical models [29],

and T j ,Di and T j ,IC can be calculated by the compact thermal model of the selected LED

lamp. As a result, the MTTF of the driver is a function of fD (t ):

MT T F =
∫ ∞

0
t · fD (t ) ·d t (5.11)

5.5. THERMAL MODEL OF THE LED LAMP

T HE temperature distributions for an LED lamp, in principle, can be obtained through

system-level computational fluid dynamics (CFD) or finite element analysis (FEA),

provided that the power dissipation on each component, the thermal properties of mate-

rials, and the geometrical information are known. On the other hand, compact thermal

model is quite exact and fast in calculations of temperature distributions when infor-

mation of geometry and materials are incomplete. As shown in Figure 5.10, this work

develops the compact thermal model of the LED lamp to obtain the relationship be-

tween LED’s thermal dissipation and junction temperatures of critical components in

the driver.

For the considered lamp, there are several heat sources: the LEDs and driver com-

ponents. The thermal energy from LEDs and driver heat the air gap inside the lamp,

increasing the junction temperature of driver’s components. In Figure 5.10, TA,i n is the

air temperature inside the lamp, TA is the ambient temperature, TC ,Di and TC ,IC are the

case temperatures of power diode and IC respectively, T j ,Di and TC ,IC are the junction
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: (a) The Selected Lamp Structure with (b) the Compact Thermal Model.

temperatures of the diode and IC respectively. Rth1 is the thermal resistance between

the air surrounding the driver and the lamp’s case, Rth2 is the thermal resistance be-

tween the lamp’s case and the ambient, Rth1,Di and Rth1,IC are convective thermal re-

sistances, Rth2,Di and Rth2,IC are conductive thermal resistances. Pth,LED is the thermal

power of the LED light source, Pth,Di and Pth,IC are thermal powers of the diode and the

IC respectively. The heat from other components of the driver is considered in the total

thermal power of the driver.

Once the lamp reaches thermal equilibrium point, the case temperatures TC ,Di and

TC ,IC , junction temperatures T j ,Di and TC ,IC are functions of the components’ thermal

power Pth,Di and Pth,IC :
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TC ,Di = Pth,Di · (Rth1,Di +Rth2,Di )+TA,i n (5.12)

TC ,IC = Pth,IC · (Rth1,IC +Rth2,IC )+TA,i n (5.13)

In this work, Rth1,Di and Rth1,IC are obtained experimentally, and Rth2,Di and Rth2,IC

are obtained from datasheets[36, 38]. The air temperature inside the lamp TA,i n is a

function of total thermal power of the lamp:

TA,i n = (Rth1 +Rth2) · (Pth,LED +Pth,D )+TA (5.14)

where, Pth,D is the driver’s total thermal power. As thermal resistances of the lamp,

Rth1+Rth2 can be measured experimentally. Since the electronic characteristics of LEDs

after seasoning is not affected by lumen depreciation [39], Pth,LED can be obtained by:

Pth,LED = PLED −POpt ·Φ(t ) (5.15)

where, PLED is the total power and POpt is the initial optical power of the LED light

source.

The electronic-optical tests were carried out on the driver to measure its power con-

sumption. The driver was tested in room temperature (298K). The root mean square

values of operation voltages and current of the IC and the power diode were measured

by a power meter. Meanwhile, the total thermal power of the driver was measured as

well. Table 5.1 lists the electronic-optical test results.

Table 5.1: Electronic Test Results

Voltage Current Failure Mode

IC 0.756V 0.095A Pth,IC =0.072W
Diode 1.109V 0.121A Pth,Di =0.133W
LEDs - - PLED =6.650W
Total - - Pth,D =0.640W

The thermal tests were carried out to measure the thermal resistances Rth1+Rth2 and

validate the compact thermal models and. Firstly, the lamp was placed at room tem-

perature (298K) and natural convection, and the air temperature inside the lamp was
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measured by thermocouples. By adjusting the total thermal power of the lamp, the ther-

mal resistance Rth1+Rth2 can be calculated using Equation 5.14. The temperature differ-

ence between the air surrounding the driver and the ambient as a function of the lamp’s

total thermal power Pth,LED +Pth,D is shown in Figure 5.11. The air temperature inside

the lamp increases linearly with the total thermal power. Fitted by Equation 5.14, the

thermal resistance Rth1+Rth2 is about 8.62K W −1

Figure 5.11: Air Temperature Increment Curve Inside The Lamp.

Secondly, the driver was tested at room temperature (298K) and convection-free con-

dition to obtain the condition as inside the LED lamp. Case temperatures of the IC and

the power diode are measured by an IR camera. As shown in Figure 5.12, the temper-

ature differences between the cases of IC and power diode, and IC and ambient are

14.52K and 15.79K respectively. Fitted by Equation 5.12 and 5.13, Rth1,IC =200K W −1 and

Rth1,Di =120K W −1.

5.6. CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS

5.6.1. DEFINITION OF SCENARIOS

As listed in Table 5.2, two different scenarios are considered in this work. In Scenario

S1, the driver’s operation temperature remains at a constant value before the lumen de-

preciation; whereas in Scenario S2, the temperature inside the lamp increase with the
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Figure 5.12: Case Temperature of The Driver.

lumen depreciation process.

Table 5.2: Scenario Designs

Scenario Condition

S1 TA,i n(t ) = TA,i n(0)=339K
TA,i n(t ) rises with the lumen depreciation

S2 Mean: Φ(t ) = e−β·t

Min : Φ(t ) = e−β·t +3αt
Max : Φ(t ) = e−β·t −3αt

As obtained from empirical models [29], tests and data-sheets of critical components

[36, 38], Table 5.3 summarizes the model parameters used in the proposed method.

5.6.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

T HE temperature difference between the air surrounding the driver and the ambient

in Scenario S2 obtained by Equation 5.14 is shown in Figure 5.13. With the lumen

depreciation process, the mean value of the air temperature surrounding the driver in

Scenario S2 increases about 10K in 20,000 hours. In the same time period, the upper

bound and lower bound rise about 3K and 18K respectively. It can be seen that the air

temperature inside the LED lamp increases with time and has a wide spread due to the
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Table 5.3: Parameters of Proposed Models

Parameter Value Parameter Value

α 5.7558×10−6 β 3.1371×10−5

POpt 2.560W PLED 6.650W
Pth,D 0.640W Rth 8.62K W −1

Rth1,IC 200K W −1 Rth1,Di 120K W −1

Rth2,IC 50K W −1 Rth2,Di 34K W −1

Ea,IC 0.70eV Ea,Di 0.23eV
λIC 0.48 λDi 0.0038
TA 298K

LED random properties.

Figure 5.13: Air Temperature Increment Curves.

Then, the failure probability density of the driver can be obtained by Equation 5.8,

5.9 and 5.10. As shown in Figure 5.14, the mean value of the failure probability density

increases from 5.5691×10−5 to 1.0800×10−4. Further, the upper bound and lower bound

have changed to 1.7241×10−4 and 6.6347×10−5 respectively, after 20,000 hours aging.

The survival probability of driver can be obtained by Equation 5.7. The survival prob-

ability curve of the driver for each scenario is displayed in Figure 5.15. For Scenario S1,

the driver’s survival probability degrades to about 32.8% at 20,000 hours. For Scenario
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Figure 5.14: Failure Probability Density Curves of The Driver.

S2, the mean value, upper bound and lower bound of the driver’s survival probability

drop to about 19.4%, 28.3%, and 11.6% respectively in the same period. Table 5.4 lists

the MTTF of the driver, the LED light source and the lamp calculated using Equation

5.11. The MTTF of Scenario S1 is about 17,300 hours. The mean value, upper bound

and lower bound of MTTFs of Scenario S2 are 12,600, 15,600 and 10,900 hours respec-

tively. Compared to the mean value of Scenario S2, MTTFs of Scenario S1 is about 37.9%

longer. Therefore, constant temperature assumptions will bring significant errors to re-

liability prediction.

Table 5.4: Mean Time to Failure of The Driver

Scenario Mean Time to Failure

S1 17,300 hours
S2-Mean 12,600 hours
S2-Min 10,900 hours
S2-Max 15,600 hours

Compared to the conventional methods, the proposed model predicts the distribu-

tions of driver’s reliability degradation process considering the influence of the lumen

depreciation. Scenario S1 overestimates the reliability of the driver. The driver’s relia-

bility is significantly influenced by its operation temperature. The statistical properties
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Figure 5.15: Survival Probability Curves of The Driver.

of LEDs life data lead to a wide range of the driver’s survival probability and MTTF. For

accurate reliability prediction at every time, it is necessary to consider the ever-changing

operation temperature during the lumen depreciation process.

5.7. CONCLUSIONS

I N this chapter, stochastic properties of LEDs degradation are considered to investi-

gate the reliability of integrated LED driver. The Wiener process is used to describe

the lumen depreciation process, and the compact thermal model is utilized to obtain

the temperature distribution. The driver’s survival probability as a function of time is

obtained by the Markov Chain. An integrated lamp is selected for case study. Thermal

measurement and electronic-optical tests are conducted to calibrate the model param-

eters. Two scenarios are studied: Scenario S1 considers constant operation tempera-

tures of the driver and Scenario S2 considers that the operating temperature of driver

increases with the lumen depreciation process.

For Scenario S1, the operation temperature of the driver is considered as 339K. After

20,000 hours aging, the driver’s survival probability degrades to about 32.8%. As a result,

the driver’s MTTFs in Scenario S1 is about 17,300 hours.

For Scenario S2, the operation temperature of the driver is considered to increase

with the lumen depreciation process. The mean value, upper bound and lower bound of
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air temperature surrounding the driver rise to about 10K, 3K and 18K in 20,000 hours. As

a result, the mean value, upper bound and lower bound of the driver’s survival probabil-

ity decrease to about 19.4%, 28.3%, and 11.6% respectively in the same period.

It has been found that the statistical properties of LEDs life data will lead to a large

range of the driver’s survival probability. The stochastic analysis of LEDs life data from

accelerated degradation testing can improve the accuracy of the prediction of the LED

driver and LED lamp.

The approach developed in this paper provides a general methodology, and it is ap-

plicable for other types of LED drivers. Moreover, in the future study, the stochastic pro-

cess of LED’s degradation can be integrated with electronic-thermal simulation to obtain

the power dissipation directly.
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6
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

I N this dissertation, the lifetime predictions of LED drivers and LED lamps are con-

ducted for various failure modes including LED’s depreciation, driver’s degradation

and driver’s catastrophic failures. Different types of LED drivers: driver with electrolytic

capacitors and electrolytic capacitor-free driver, are investigated. Different operation

modes: constant current mode (CCM) and constant optical output (CLO) mode are stud-

ied. Electronic-thermal simulation is applied throughout the dissertation for different

drivers and lamps under various operation conditions. The electronic simulation uses

validated SPICE models of LED drivers. Thermal simulation is based either on finite el-

ement analysis or compact thermal models. Various reliability and statistical methods,

such as the Monte Carlo method, the fault-tree method, the Markov Chain method, and

the Wiener process, are applied and integrated with the physics of failure (PoF) method,

i.e., electronic-thermal simulation in this dissertation for various problems. Specifically,

the major conclusions are summarized as following,

1. Reliability of electrolytic capacitor in LED drivers.[1] In this study, a single induc-

tor buck-boost DC-DC converter is simulated to understand the degradation behavior of

electrolytic capacitor. The simulation results agree well with the accelerated test results.

It has been observed that the temperature of an output stage capacitor increases sig-

nificantly during operation time. Therefore, electrolytic capacitors degrade faster than

113
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that with constant temperature assumption. The capacitor’s performance without tak-

ing temperature change into account results in an overestimated lifetime of a driver.

The proposed simulation methodology developed in this research can be extended

to investigate other failure modes and other components in an LED driver system.

2. Coupling effect of LED and driver’s degradations on LED lamp’s lifetime. [2] In

this study, an integrated LED lamp with an electrolytic capacitor-free driver is consid-

ered to investigate the coupling effects of both LED and driver’s degradations on lamp’s

lifetime. An electrolytic capacitor-less buck-boost driver is used, in which its life is com-

parable to the LED’s one. It has been found that the erroneous results will be obtained

if LED’s degradation is not taken into considerations. Furthermore, it can be seen that

when driver degrades, the output current decreases over time, thus less power is pro-

vided to LED. On the other hand, when LED degrades, more thermal power is generated

as the efficacy of LED decreases. These two effects eventually cancel out the impact on

the LED junction temperature. Nonetheless, because of the combined effects of the re-

duced current in LEDs and the lumen dependence over time, the LED lamp’s lifetime is

reduced significantly.

The method developed in this research will be very useful in designing LED product

with desired lifetime by selecting different drivers and LED light sources. The proposed

method can also be extended to the small signal analysis of an LED lamp, to study the

interaction between LEDs and the driver via current ripple.

3. Interaction of LED driver’s catastrophic failure and LED degradation. [3] In this

study, the interaction of catastrophic failure of the driver and LED luminous flux decay

for an integrated LED lamp with an electrolytic capacitor-free LED driver is investigated

for two distinct operation modes: constant current mode (CCM), and constant optical

output (CLO) mode, respectively. It has been found that under CLO mode, the LED’s

current increases exponentially to maintain the constant light output. As a result, the

junction temperatures of LEDs, MOSFETs and power diodes in driver rise significantly,

leading to a much shorter MTTF, and faster luminous flux depreciation. However, under

the CCM mode, the junction temperatures of LEDs, MOSFETs and diodes change mod-

estly. Therefore, the driver’s MTTF and LED’s luminous flux decay are not affected much

by the variation of temperatures during LED’s degradation process under CCM mode.

The proposed method in this research can be extended to investigate other control

methodologies in an LED driver system.

4. Effect of LED’s stochastic lumen degradation on LED driver’s reliability. [4] In

this study, a quasi-resonance LED driver is integrated with a commercial LED light bulb

for reliability investigation. Stochastic properties of LEDs degradation are taken into
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consideration. It has been found that the statistical properties of LEDs life data will lead

to a large range of the driver’s survival probability. The stochastic analysis of LEDs life

data from accelerated degradation testing can improve the accuracy of the prediction of

the LED driver and LED lamp.

The stochastic process of LED’s degradation can be integrated with electronic-thermal

simulation to more accurately predict the lifetime of LED driver and LED lamp.
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APPENDIX A

A.1. AN ACCELERATED TEST METHOD FOR OUTDOOR LED DRIVER

B ASE on the understanding of failure modes [3–7], an accelerated test method for

LED driver is developed [1, 2]. As shown in Figure A.1, this method contains four

major procedures: sampling method, suitability test, accelerated method and failure cri-

teria.

A.1.1. SAMPLING METHOD

Industry experiences suggest that mass product failures follow the Poisson distribution.

Therefore, the minimum sample size N is a function of confidence level C L and reliabil-

ity level R:

N = In(1−C L)

InR
(A.1)

Table A.1 gives minimum sample size requirements for different confidence levels

and reliability levels.

Parts of this section have been published by 10th China International Forum on Solid State Lighting (ChinaSSL
2013) [1] and China Solid State Lighting Alliance [2].
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Figure A.1: Test procedures of the proposed test method for LED driver.

Table A.1: Minimum Sample Size

Confidence Level Reliability Level Minimum Sample Size

60% 80% 4
60% 90% 9
60% 90% 18
90% 80% 10
90% 90% 22
90% 90% 45
95% 80% 13
95% 90% 28
95% 90% 58

A.1.2. SUITABILITY TEST METHOD

If the test stresses exceed limitations of a LED driver’s operation conditions, a new fail-

ure mode may be brought to the driver. Meanwhile, some LED drivers have the over-

temperature perfection function. The output power of the driver may be reduced or

switched off when the driver’s temperature exceeds its safety threshold. Thus, suitability

test should be carried out before the accelerated test.

The suitability test has three steps:
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1. Place an LED driver in the room condition, measure the performance of the driver;

2. Place the driver in the condition of 358K and 85% RH, and then, measure the per-

formance;

3. Place the driver in the room condition again, and then, measure the performance;

Figure A.2 displays failure criteria of the suitability test. If no failure is detected, this

type of driver can be tested in the accelerated conditions.

Figure A.2: Suitability Test Criteria.

A.1.3. ACCELERATED TEST METHODS

Figure A.3 shows the test procedures of the accelerated test. The performance of each

sample at time zero and after aging is measured in the procedure of initial test and mea-

suring performance. Two accelerated conditions were selected for this accelerated test

method: the high temperature & humidity and the power thermal cycling.

For temperature & humidity operation test, the high temperature (358K ± 3K ) and

high humidity (85%±3%RH) is applied to test samples. The accelerated factor AF can

be calculated by the Peck Model:

AF = (
RH f i eld

RHtest
)−q ·e

Ea
k ·( 1

T f i eld
− 1

Ttest
)

(A.2)

where, the typical value of related humidity of field condition RH f i eld is 65%, related

humidity of the test condition is 85%, the typical value of the humidity coefficient q is
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Figure A.3: Accelerated Test Procedures.

2.5, T f i eld is driver’s temperature in field condition and Ttest is driver’s temperature in

the test condition.

In power temperature cycling test, periodic temperature cycling and input power

cycling are applied to test samples. A temperature cycling period contains four steps:

heating, high-temperature dwelling (353K ±3K ), cooling and low-temperature dwelling

(253K ±3K ). Duration of each dwelling period is 40 minutes. The heating and cooling

rate is ±5K /min, heating and cooling duration is 20 minutes. As a result, total period for

each temperature cycle is 120 minutes.

A power cycling period contains two steps: ON state and OFF state. The duration for

each state is 10 minutes, thus, total period for each power cycle is 20 minutes.

Figure A.4 displays the temperature cycling curve in this test. The accelerated factor

AF follows the Norris-Landzberg Model:

AF = (
∆T f i eld

∆Ttest
)−n · (

f f i eld

ftest
)−m ·e

Ea
k ·( 1

Tmax, f i eld
− 1

Tmax,test
)

(A.3)

where, ∆T f i eld is the temperature difference in field condition, ∆Ttest is the tempera-

ture difference in the test condition, the typical value of the temperature difference co-
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.4: (a) Temperature Cycling and (b) Power Cycling Curve.

efficient n is 2.0, f f i eld is frequency of the temperature cycling in field condition and

ftest is frequency in the test condition, the typical value of the frequency coefficient m

is 0.33, Tmax, f i eld is driver’s maximum temperature in field condition and Tmax,test is
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Table A.2: Activation Energy

Component Activation energy (eV)

Digital Microcircuit 0.10 - 0.15
Low Frequency Diode 0.17
High Frequency Diode 0.18
Bipolar Transistor 0.18
Si MOSFET 0.17
Power Transistor 0.25 - 0.50
GaAs MOSFET 0.37
Thyristor 0.27
Isolator and Emitter 0.24
Resistor 0.08 - 0.20
Capacitor 0.15 - 0.35
Transformer and Inductor 0.11
Relay 0.17 - 0.19
Connector 0.14
Lead Free Solder 0.53

maximum temperature in the test condition.

Table A.2 lists the activation energy of several critical components in LED drivers [8].

A.1.4. FAILURE CRITERIA

Current IEC standards specify many indicators of a driver, but not every indicator can be

considered as failure criteria. Table A.3 lists the selected failure criteria: output voltage,

output current, output power and power factor. Output properties have direct impacts

on LEDs’ performance. Deviations of these parameters will bring deviations of LEDs’

lumen flux and color temperature. As a high power device, power factor is crucial to

safety and efficiency of the entire power grid. For LED modules, keeping a low level of

voltage/ current ripple has great help to avoid flicker and color shift of LEDs.

Table A.3: Failure Criteria

Indicators Reliability Level

Output Current ±10%
Output Voltage ±10%
Output Power ±10%
Power Factor −5%

If any failure is detected, the whole batch of samples is considered as fail to pass this
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B.1. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2

Table B.1: Parameter Extraction Tests of the Electrolytic Capacitor Degradation Model

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Simple Size 40 20 60

Target Parameters A0, C0, C AP0, ESR0 σC AP , σESR

Ea1, Ea2 B , D PC AP , PESR

Aging Temperature 339K to 399K - -
Testing Temperature 298K 308K to 378K 298K

Aging Duration 300 Hrs 0 Hrs 0 Hrs
Load Level Rated OFF OFF
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.1: Relative (a) Capacitance and (b) ESR of the Electrolytic Capacitor VS. Aging Time.
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Figure B.2: Degradation Rates of Capacitance and ESR of the Electrolytic Capacitor VS. Aging Temperature.

Figure B.3: Photoelectric Conversion Efficacy of the LED Load vs Current Ripple.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.4: Distribution of (a) Capacitance and (b) ESR of the Electrolytic Capacitor.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.5: Normality Test Results for (a) Capacitance and (b) ESR of the Electrolytic Capacitor.
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C.1. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3

Figure C.1: I-V Curves of LEDs for Different Junction Temperature.
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Figure C.2: I-V Curves of LEDs for Different Aging Duration.

Figure C.3: Saturation Current of LEDs vs Junction Temperature.
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Figure C.4: Series Resistance of LEDs vs Junction Temperature.

Figure C.5: Emission Coefficient of LEDs vs Junction Temperature.
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Figure C.6: Optical Power of LEDs vs Junction Temperature.



ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS AND

NOTATION

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AC Alternating Current;

AF Accelerated Factor;

ALT Accelerated Life Time Test;

CCM Constant Current Mode;

CFL Compact Fluorescent Lamp;

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics;

CL Confidence Level;

CLO Constant Light Output;

CSP Chip Scale Package;

DC Direct Current;

ESL Equivalent Series Inductance;

ESR Equivalent Series Resistance;

FEA Finite Element Analysis;

GTR Giant Transistor;

HEMT High Electron Mobility Transistor;

HALT High Accelerated Life Time Test;

IGBT Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor;

J-droop Current-droop;

L70% Time to 70% of Lumen Maintenance;

LC Filter Inductor Capacitor Filter;

LED Light Emitting Diode;

MESFET Metal-Epitaxial-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor;

MOSFET Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor;

MBTF Mean Time between Failure;

MTTF Mean Time to Failure;
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PC Power Control;

PET Polyethylene Terephthalate;

PoF Physics of Failure;

PWM Pulse Width Modulation;

RC Resistor Capacitor;

RH Relative Humidity;

RMS Root Mean Square;

SEPIC Single-Ended Primary Inductor Converter;

SMPS Switch Mode Power Supply;

SPICE Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis;

SSL Solid State Lighting;

StDev Standard Deviation;

T-droop Temperature-droop;

VoT Variable on-time;

ZCS Zero Current Switching;

ZVS Zero Voltage Switching;

NOTATION

CHAPTER 2

t Aging duration;

∆t Time increment;

tF Lifetime of component;

Pth,C ap The thermal power of electrolytic capacitors;

IRMS The root mean square value of current;

ESR Equivalent series resistance of electrolytic capacitor;

Rth1 Thermal conduction resistance of electrolytic capacitor

Rth2 Convective thermal resistance of electrolytic capacitor

∆Tcap Temperature rise of electrolytic capacitor;

C AP Capacitance of electrolytic capacitor;

C APT Initial capacitance of electrolytic capacitor;

ESRT Initial equivalent series resistance of electrolytic capacitor;

C AP0 Basic capacitance of electrolytic capacitor;

ESR0 Basic equivalent series resistance of electrolytic capacitor;

C APmean Mean value of capacitance of electrolytic capacitor;
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ESRmean Mean value of equivalent series resistance of electrolytic capacitor;

A Degradation rate of the capacitance of electrolytic capacitor;

C Degradation rate of the ESR of electrolytic capacitor;

A0 Basic degradation rate of the capacitance of electrolytic capacitor;

C0 Basic degradation rate of the ESR of electrolytic capacitor;

Ea1 Activation energy of the capacitance of electrolytic capacitor;

Ea2 Activation energy of the ESR of electrolytic capacitor;

κ Boltzmann constant;

Acap Surface area of electrolytic capacitor;

σ Conductivity of electrolytic capacitor;

σA Base conductivity of electrolytic capacitor;

ε Relative permittivity of electrolytic capacitor;

ε0 Absolute permittivity of electrolytic capacitor;

ε(0) Base permittivity of electrolytic capacitor;

B Temperature coefficient of relative permittivity;

d Average foil distance of electrolytic capacitor;

D Temperature coefficient of conductivity;

TC ap Average core temperature of electrolytic capacitor;

TA Ambient temperature;

fC AP Probability density of capacitance;

fESR Probability density of equivalent series resistance;

σ1 Standard deviation of capacitance;

σ2 Standard deviation of equivalent series resistance;

g (t ) Cumulative failure rate of electrolytic capacitor;

tMT T F Mean time to failure of electrolytic capacitor;

N Sample size;

tM AX Total operation time of the whole group of samples;

CHAPTER 3

T j Junction temperature of the LED light source;

∆T j Junction temperature increment of the LED light source;

I (t ) Current of the LED light source at time t ;

t Aging duration;

Φlm(t ) Absolute luminous flux at time t ;

Φ(I ) Luminous flux as a function of I ;
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β Depreciation rate of the LED light source;

Aβ Pre-exponential factor of the LED depreciation;

Ea,β Activation energy of the LED light source;

κ Boltzmann constant;

∆t Time increment;

η(t ) Efficacy of the LED light source at time t ;

η0 Basic efficacy of the LED light source;

Φ0 Absolute luminous flux before aging;

V f Forward voltage of the LED light source;

a Linear non-radiative recombination rates of LED;

b Radiative recombination rate of LED;

c 3rd-order non-radiative recombination rates of LED;

Ae Linear non-radiative current coefficient of LED;

Be Radiative current coefficient of LED;

Ce 3rd-order non-radiative current coefficient of LED;

Vr e f Reference voltage of the LED driver;

Rr e f Overall current control resistance of the LED driver;

A0 Basic degradation rate of the LED driver;

A Degradation rate of the LED driver;

TD Average temperature of the LED driver;

Ea,D Overall activation energy of the LED driver;

R0 Initial current control resistance of the LED driver;

Rs Equivalent series resistance of the LED light source;

Rs0 Basic equivalent series resistance of the LED light source;

IS Saturation current of LED;

Is0 Basic saturation current of LED;

AI Temperature coefficient of saturation current of LED;

AN Temperature coefficient of ideality factor of LED;

As Temperature coefficient of series resistance of LED;

BN Non-thermal coefficient of ideality factor of LED;

C Ratio of radiative power and luminous flux;

N Ideality factor of LED;

n Average carrier density of the LED light source;

PL Thermal power of the LED light source;

PD Thermal power of the driver;

Pi n Input power of the driver;
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TA Ambient temperature;

CHAPTER 4

T j Junction temperature of the LED light source;

Ae Linear non-radiative current coefficient of LED;

Be Radiative current coefficient of LED;

Ce 3rd-order non-radiative current coefficient of LED;

t Aging duration;

ILED (t ) Current of the LED light source at time t ;

β Depreciation rate of the LED light source;

Aβ Pre-exponential factor of the LED depreciation;

V f Forward voltage of the LED light source;

TM AX Maximum junction temperature of the LED light source;

Ea,β Activation energy of the LED light source;

κ Boltzmann constant;

η0 Basic efficacy of the LED light source;

R0 Initial current control resistance of the LED driver;

Rs Equivalent series resistance of the LED light source;

Rs0 Basic equivalent series resistance of the LED light source;

IS Saturation current of LED;

Is0 Basic saturation current of LED;

AI Temperature coefficient of saturation current of LED;

AN Temperature coefficient of ideality factor of LED;

As Temperature coefficient of series resistance of LED;

BN Non-thermal coefficient of ideality factor of LED;

N Ideality factor of LED;

T j ,i Junction temperature of the component i ;

Rth,i Thermal resistance from junction to surface;

Pth,i Thermal power of the component i ;

fDr i ver Failure probability density of the LED driver;

fM Failure probability density of the MOSFET;

fD Failure probability density of the diode;

IM (t ) Average current of the MOSFET at time t ;

TM (t ) junction temperature of the MOSFET at time t ;

fM0 Basic failure probability density of the MOSFET;
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IRated Rated current of the MOSFET;

TA Ambient temperature;

p Current accelerated coefficient;

Ea,M Activation energy of the MOSFET;

TDi (t ) junction temperature of the diode at time t ;

fD0 Basic failure probability density of the diode;

Ea,D Activation energy of the diode;

MT T F Mean time to failure;

tM AX Total operation time;

CHAPTER 5

t Aging duration;

Φ(t ) Lumen maintenance at time t ;

β Depreciation rate of the LED light source;

W (t ) Stochastic distribution of the lumen depreciation at time t ;

α Increasing rate of the standard deviation;

p[Φ(t )] Probability density forΦ(t );

PLED Total power of the LED light source;

POpt Optical power of the LED light source;

RD (t ) Driver’s survival probability at time t ;

fD (t ) Probability density of the driver’s failures at time t ;

fDi Failure probability density of the power diode;

f IC Failure probability density of the control IC;

T j ,Di Junction temperature of the power diode;

T j ,IC Junction temperature of the control IC;

λDi basic failure probability density of the power diode;

λIC basic failure probability density of the control IC;

Ea,Di Activation energy of the power diode;

Ea,IC Activation energy of the control IC;

κ Boltzmann constant;

MT T F Mean time to failure;

TA Ambient temperature;

TA,i n Air temperature inside the lamp;

TC ,Di Case temperatures of the power diode;

TC ,IC Case temperatures of the control IC;
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Rth1 Thermal resistance between the air surrounding the driver and the

lamp’s case;

Rth2 Thermal resistance between the lamp’s case and the ambient;

Rth1,Di Convective thermal resistance of the power diode;

Rth1,IC Convective thermal resistance of the control IC;

Rth2,Di Conductive thermal resistance of the power diode;

Rth2,IC Conductive thermal resistance of the control IC;

Pth,LED Thermal power of the LED light source;

Pth,Di Thermal power of the power diode;

Pth,IC Thermal power of the control IC;

APPENDIX A

N Minimum sample size;

C L Confidence level;

R Reliability level;

Pi 1 Input power in room conditions before acceleration;

Po1 Output power in room conditions before acceleration;

Pi 2 Input power in harshest accelerated conditions;

Po2 Output power in harshest accelerated conditions;

Pi 3 Input power in room conditions after acceleration;

Po3 Output power in room conditions after acceleration;

AF Accelerated factor;

RH f i eld Related humidity in field conditions;

RHtest Related humidity in test conditions;

q Humidity coefficient of Peck Model;

T f i eld Driver’s temperature in field conditions;

Ttest Driver’s temperature in test conditions;

∆T f i eld Temperature difference in field conditions;

∆Ttest Temperature difference in test conditions;

n Temperature difference coefficient of Norris-Landzberg Model;

f f i eld Frequency in field condition;

ftest Frequency in test conditions;

m Frequency coefficient of Norris-Landzberg Model;

Ea Activation energy;

κ Boltzmann constant;
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Tmax, f i eld Driver’s maximum temperature in field condition;

Tmax,test Driver’s maximum temperature in test conditions;



SUMMARY

L IGHT-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) have become a very promising alternative lighting

source with the main advantages of a longer lifetime and a higher efficiency than

traditional ones. However, the LED lamp’s lifetime is compromised by its driver’s relia-

bility. Although extensive studies have been made on the reliability of LEDs, the research

on the lifetime prediction for LED drivers, and the interaction of the reliability between

LEDs and driver in an LED system is still lacking. This dissertation investigates the life-

time predictions for LED drivers and LED lamps using physics of failure (PoF) based re-

liability simulations. Various reliability and statistical methods, such as the Monte Carlo

method, the fault-tree method, the Markov Chain method, and the Wiener process, are

applied and integrated with the electronic-thermal simulation in order to investigate

various problems. They are summarized as followed:

Chapter 2 focuses on the reliability of electrolytic capacitor in LED drivers. In this

study, a validated reliability model is used to describe degradation behavior of elec-

trolytic capacitor. A single inductor buck-boost driver is simulated to investigate the

impact of capacitor degradation on the entire system. It has been found that the temper-

ature of an output stage capacitor increases significantly during operation time. There-

fore, electrolytic capacitors degrade faster than that with constant temperature assump-

tion. The capacitor’s performance without taking temperature change into account re-

sults in an overestimated lifetime of a driver.

Chapter 3 studies the coupling effect of LED and driver’s degradations on LED lamp’s

lifetime. An integrated LED lamp with an electrolytic capacitor-free driver is considered

to investigate the coupling effects of both LED and driver’s degradations on lamp’s life-

time. The electrolytic capacitor-less buck-boost driver is designed to have a comparable

life as the LED light source. It has been found that the erroneous results will be obtained

if LED’s degradation is not taken into considerations. Under the combined effects of the

reduced current in LEDs and the lumen dependence over time, the LED lamp’s lifetime

is reduced significantly. The proposed method will provide a reliability design tool for

selecting different drivers and LED light sources.

Chapter 4 investigates the interaction of LED driver’s catastrophic failure and LED

luminous flux decay. Two distinct operation modes of an electrolytic capacitor-free LED
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driver are performed to study such interactions respectively: constant optical output

(CLO) mode and constant current mode (CCM). Under CLO mode, the LED’s current

increases exponentially to maintain the constant light output. As a result, the junction

temperatures of LEDs, MOSFETs and power diodes in driver rise significantly, leading

to a much shorter MTTF, and faster luminous flux depreciation. However, under the

CCM mode, the junction temperatures of LEDs, MOSFETs and diodes change modestly.

Therefore, the driver’s MTTF and LED’s luminous flux decay are not affected much by

the variation of temperatures during LED’s degradation process under CCM mode.

Chapter 5 considers the effect of LED’s stochastic lumen degradation on LED driver’s

reliability. Stochastic properties of LEDs degradation are described by the Wiener pro-

cess. A compact thermal model of a commercial LED light bulb is used to obtain the tem-

perature distribution. A temperature dependent reliability model is utilized to driver’s

survival probability. It has been found that the statistical properties of LEDs life data will

lead to a broad range of the driver’s survival probability. The stochastic analysis of LEDs

life data from accelerated degradation testing can improve the accuracy of the prediction

of the LED driver and LED lamp.

In conclusion, the validated electronic-thermal simulation method is a valuable tool

to assess the reliability of (integrated) LED drivers and/or LED Lamps.



SAMENVATTING

L IGHT-Emitting Diodes (LED’s) zijn een veelbelovende lichtbron geworden ten op-

zichte van traditionele met als belangrijkste voordelen een langere levensduur en

een hogere efficiëntie. Echter, de levensduur van een LED-lamp wordt mede bepaald

door de betrouwbaarheid van zijn elektronica. Hoewel veel studies zijn gedaan over

de betrouwbaarheid van LED’s, is er minder onderzoek naar de levensduurvoorspelling

voor de interactie tussen LED en elektronica. Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de levensduur

voor LED-eletronika in LED-lampen met behulp van de physics of failure (PoF) bena-

dering. Verschillende methoden, zoals Monte Carlo, fault-trees, Markov Chains en het

Wiener proces zijn toegepast en geïntegreerd met elektronische thermische simulaties

om verschillende problemen te onderzoeken. Zij worden samengevat als volgt:

Hoofdstuk 2 is gericht op de betrouwbaarheid van elektrolytische condensatoren in

LED drivers. In deze studie wordt een gevalideerd betrouwbaarheidsmodel gebruikt om

de degradatie van elektrolytische condensatoren te beschrijven. Buck-boost elektronica

wordt gesimuleerd om de impact van de condensator degradatie op het hele systeem te

onderzoeken. Gebleken is dat de temperatuur gedurende de tijd aanzienlijk verhoogt.

Om die reden degraderen elektrolytische condensatoren sneller dan wanneer een con-

stante temperatuur wordt veronderstelt.

Hoofdstuk 3 bestudeert de interaktie tuseen LED’s en elektronica op de levensduur

van een LED-lamp. Een elektrolytische vrije less buck-boost elektronica is ontworpen

met een vergelijkbare levensduur als de lichtbron. Gebleken is dat verkeerde resultaten

worden verkregen indien de degradatie van de LEDs niet naar behoren is overwogen.

Door de gecombineerde effecten van de gereduceerde stroom in LEDs en de licht afhan-

kelijkheid in de tijd, wordt de levensduur van de LED lamp aanzienlijk verminderd. De

voorgestelde simulatie methode is een betrouwbaar design tool voor het selecteren van

verschillende drivers en LED-lichtbronnen.

Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoekt de interactie van catastrofaal falen van de LED-driver en het

LED licht verval. Twee verschillende werkingsmodi van een elektrolytische condensator-

vrije LED-driver zijn gesimuleerd om dergelijke interacties te bestuderen, te weten con-

stante optische output (CLO) en de constante stroom modus (CCM). Onder de CLO-

modus neemt de LED’s stroom exponentieel toe om de constante lichtopbrengst te be-
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houden. Hierdoor nemen de temperaturen van de LEDs, MOSFETs en diodes aanzienlijk

toe, wat leidt tot een veel kortere gemiddelde tijd tot falen (MTTF) en een snellere af-

name van de lichtstroom. Echter, onder de CCM-modus verandert de temperatuur van

de LED’s, MOSFET’s en diodes maar bescheiden. Daarom zal de MTTF onder de CCM

wijze minder varieren over de tijd.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschouwt het effect van de stochastische licht degradatie van LEDs als

functie van de betrouwbaarheid van de LED elektronica. De stochastische eigenschap-

pen van de LED degradatie worden beschreven door het Wiener proces. Een compact

thermisch model van een commerciële LED lamp wordt gebruikt om de temperatuur te

berekenen. Gebleken is dat de statistische eigenschappen van LEDs leidt tot een breed

scala van de faalkansen van de elektronica. Het meenemen van deze stochastische ana-

lyse kan de nauwkeurigheid van de voorspelling van de LED elektronica en LED lamp

significant verbeteren.

Tot slot, de gevalideerde elektronische thermische simulatie methode is een waarde-

vol instrument om de betrouwbaarheid van (geïntegreerde) LED-elektronica en / of LED

lampen te beoordelen.
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